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ABSTRACT 
Interactive feeding among a group of vertebrates in the Great 
Smoky Mountains National Park was simulated. Consumer density, biomass 
production, consumer consumption rates, and seasonal food habits of adults 
of each species were calculated using field or literature values. 
The consumers included the European wild hog, black bear, raccoo� 
wild turkey, white-tailed deer, three sciurid species, and several ro­
dents. The sciurids and rodents were considered as two respective ca­
nonical groups making a total of seven consumer groups. Literature va­
lues of requisite parameters from various studies, primarily in the 
Southeast, were utilized. These values were allowed to vary randomly. 
Simulations were run for five years at one-half month intervals 
with a four year comparison period. Mast and fungi were the most limited 
foods with various fruits also being rare. Grasses, various browse 
species, roots, blueberry, and animal foods were the most abundant. The 
European wild hog did not compete with the other consumers even when 
their population size was doubled. The sciurids were the major competi­
tors. The black bear was the consumer best able to cope with the vicis­
situdes of life in the Park; however, all consumers gave evidence of 
being able to usually find enough to eat by relying on alternative foods. 
Suggestions for future research in the Park and improvements in the 
model are discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION AND DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA 
I. INTRODUCTION 
1 
Ecology has been defined as the study of the structure and function 
of nature (Odum 1971). To understand the structure and function of na­
ture involves an understanding of the interactions among and between the 
biotic and abiotic components comprising natural systems. Those involv ed 
in planning for the wise usage of natural resources have acknowledged 
the importance of the ecological approach and have been responsible for 
many studies on ecosystem structure and function. But they have not 
fully grasped the importance of understanding the interactions among the 
components of ecosystems. 
Interspecific competition for food resources is an area of natural 
resource management in which the interactions among components in eco-
· systems have not been properly considered. Odum (1971) defined competi­
tion as� "any interaction between two or more species which adversely 
affects their growth and survival. " Dietary competition among a group 
of consumers results when a common food resource is not available in 
sufficient quantity to satisfy the dietary requirements of these consu­
mers. Determining the extent of competition for food among a set of 
consumers thus requires knowledge of their seasonal food habits (studies 
of structure), of the productivity of the communities where they live 
(studies of function), and of the interactions among and between the 
producers and consumers. Past attempts to quantify dietary competition 
have relied upon determining how similar the seasonal diets of potential 
competitors were and the condition of the vegetative community where 
2 
these consumers fed (Pickford and Reid 1943, Smith and Julander 1953, 
and Constan 1972). Various similarity indices have been used to quantify 
the amount of dietary overlap among consumers (Hansen et al. 1973 and 
Hansen and Reid 1975). These studies of structure and function may in­
dicate that competition is occurring, but they do not elucidate the in­
teractions among components of the systems. If sound management plans 
for the use of natural resources are to be developed more than just the 
awareness that competition is occurring will be needed. Also required 
will be the answers to such questions as, '�ich consumers are being 
affected the least a.nd which the most by competition?," and, "Which foods 
are the focal points of competition?" 
Since natural systems are so complex, it is difficult to study and 
understand the interactive feeding of several different species of con­
sumers. The systems analysis approach to ecological systems and the 
digital computer offer a way to investigate these complex interactions 
(Watt 1968). 
Walters and Bunnell (1971) developed a computer model designed to 
facilitate management decisions in regard to land use and big game popu­
lations. Their model simulated interactions involving plant production, 
plant succession, wildlife habitat, food selection, and population dyna­
mics of big game herds. Harris and Francis (1972) modeled interactive 
feeding among herbivores in an African grasslands community. The model 
allowed for control of birth rate s, death rates, production rates, and 
competitive shifts in the diet by stmulating changes in food quality and 
quantity. Gilbert (1973) developed a model which utilized seasonal food 
habits, consumption rates, densities, and plant productivity to simulate 
3 
interactive feeding among a group of consumers in a Colorado grasslands 
communi ty. 
A s imulation model was developed to determine the flow of plant 
and animal biomas s through and the dietary interaction of selected ver­
tebrates in the Great Smoky Mountains National Park(GSMNP or Park) . 
Currently, little is known of the interactions among animal species in 
the Park . This problem has become increas ingly �portant in recent 
years due to concern expressed abou t the �pact of the exotic European 
wild hog (Sus scrofa) on native species . 
Gilbert's (1973) model was used in this s tudy and modified to simu­
late dietary competi tion in the Park. Biomas s flows are defined in 
much the same way as the original vers ion of the model (i . e .  by us ing 
seasonal food habits, consump tion rates, population dens ities, and pro­
duc tivi ty) . The major changes involved adding a random number generator 
and deleting various was tage flows. The model is data dependent for the 
Park; thus, the values for the intens ity-of biomas s flows can be adjus ted 
to s imulate not only average condi tions bu t conditions of s tress (i . e .  
food shortages, high population dens ities, etc.) . 
II. DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA 
The GSMNP is a 2048 km2 area located along the Tenness ee-North 
Carolina border. It includes parts of Haywood and Swain counties in 
North Carolina and parts of Cocke, Sev ier, and B lount counties in 
Tennessee. U .S. Highway 441 bisects the Park i n  a northwes t-southeas t  
direction and the Appalachian Trail bisects i t  i n  a southwes t-northeas t· 
d irec tion. 
4 
The GSMNP is located in the Southern Appalachians and is part of 
the Unaka Mountain Range section of the Blue Ridge province. Elevations 
range from 271 m where Abrams Creek flows into Chilhowee Lake to 2025 m 
atop Clingman's Dome. Narrow ridges, steep- sloped V- shaped valleys, 
and numerous streams typify the area • 
. 
Shanks (1954a) described the climate of the Park as quite variable 
but characterized generally by cool wet conditions (Table 1). The low-
lands are warmer and drier than the upper elevations. There is an ave-
rage drop in temperature of 1. 23°C for every 305 m increase in elevation. 
The peaks average about 6°C cooler than the valleys. 
Precipitation ranges from 127 em/year at Park Headquarters (eleva-
tion 445 m) to approximately 229 em/year atop the higher peaks. In gene-
ral, precipitation increases rapidly with altitude, being 50 percent 
greater around 1500 m elevation than.in the valleys 1000 m below. 
Shanks (1954b) lumped the complex vegetative patterns into seven 
physiognomic types; (i) cove hardwood forests, (ii) closed oak forests, 
(iii) hemlock forests, (iv) northern hardwood forests, (v) grassy balds, 
(vi) open oak.and pine stands; heath balds, and (vii) spruce- fir forests. 
These seven types occur in distinct elevational and topographical posi-
tions (Fig. 1), and have relatively distinct associations of important 
species (Table 2). R. H. Whittaker (1956) has presented the most compre-
hensive analysis of the vegetative patterns in this area. 
The study area encompassed a 50, 588 ha segment of the Park (Fig. 2). 
This section constituted approximately one-quarter-of the total Park 
area and lay south of U.S. Highway 441 and west of the state line. This 
5 
Table 1. Temperature and precipitation data from Gatlinburg, Tennessee 
(ele 445 m) 
Monthly average temperature Monthly average rainfall 
Month oc em/year 
January 4 . 0  12.3 
February 5.5 12.1 
March 8.8 13.5 
April 13.8 11.4 
May 18.2 11 . 4  
June 22.2 13. 2 
July 23.1 14.4 
August 23.2 13.4 
S eptember 20.5 7.6 
October 14.4 7 . 9  
November 8.2 8.7 
December 4.6 11.3 
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Figure 1. Elevation-and topographical positions of vegetation types in 
the Great Smoky Mountains National Park. 
Table 2. Important tree species of the vegetation types in the Great 







Open Oak and Pine 
Stands 
Important tree species 
Sugar Maple (Acer saccharum) 
Yellow Buckeye (Aesculus octandra) 
Beech (Fagus grandifolia) 
Tulip Poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera) 
Eastern Hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) 
Silverbell (Ralesia monticola) 
Eastern Hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) 
Silverbell (Halesia monticola) 
Holly (!lex opaca) 
Fire Cherry (Prunus pennsylvanica) 
White Ash (Fraxinus americana) 
Fraser Fir (Abies fraseri) 
Sugar Maple (Acer saccharum) 
Service Berry (Amelanchier laevis) 
Beech (Fagus grandifolia) 
Black Cherry (Prunus serotina) 
Fraser Fir (Abies fraseri) 
Yellow Birch (Betula allengheniensis) 
Red Spruce (Picea rubens) 
Mountain Ash (Sorbus americana) 
Red Maple (Acer rub rum) 
Sweet Birch (Betula lenta) 
Hickory (Carya spp. ) 
Tulip Poplar (Liriodendron tulipifera) 
Black Gum (Nyssa sylvatica) 
Sourwood (Oxydendrum arboreum) 
White Oak (Quercus alba) 
Chestnut Oak �· prinus) 
Northern Red Oak (Q. rubra) 
Black Oak �· velutina) 
Red Maple (Acer rubrum) 
Black Gum (Nyssa sylvatica) 
Table Mountain Pine (Pinus pungens) 
Pitch Pine �· rigida) 
White Pine �. strobus) 
Scarlet Oak (Quercus coccinea) 
Chestnut Oak �· prinus) 
7 
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Figure 2. ·Area in which interactive feeding was simulated in the Great 
Smoky Mountains National Park. 
area is not typical of the rest of the Park, for it includes Cades Cove, 
a 1012 ha area devoted primarily to pasture. About 1600 head of cattle 
and a few horbes are grazed theLe annually • 
. . . . 
CHAPTER II 
DOCUMENTATION 
I. COMPONENtS OF THE MODEL 
The consumers included the European wild hog, black bear (Ursus 
americanus), white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus) , wild turkey 
Q1eleagris gallapavo) , gray squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis), eastern 
9 
chipmunk (Tamias striatus) , northern red squirrel (Tamiasciurus hudsonicus), 
raccoon (Procyon lotor), and various small rodents (Peromyscus spp. , and 
Napaeozapus insignis) . The rodents and sciurids were placed into sepa-
rate canonical classifications to simplify the model. The selection of 
these species for inclusion in the model was based on the potential for 
competition of food resources. 
Food Habits 
The literature provided information on the seasonal food habits 
of the above consumers (Appendix A). Whenever possible, .dietary studies 
from the Southern Appalachians were utilized. If more than one source 
was used to determine a seasonal diet, then that diet was computed as a 
weighted average based on sample size. 
Not all the foods utilized by the consumers were considered in the 
model. Those foods included in the model were chosen in the following 
manner. The relative perc�ntage each species comprised in the diet of 
a consumer was computed using the formula 
12 n 






RP. = J relative percentage species j comprises in the diet on a yearly basis. 
10 
PFSij = total percentage species j comprises in the diet 
on a yearly basis. 
TPFSij 
= total percentage all species comprise in the diet 
on a yearly basis. 
n = number of species in the literature diet. 
If RPj was less than one percent, species j was not included in the 
model. If RP. was less than five percent and more than one percent, J 
species j was eliminated provided it did not occur in the diet of more 
than one consumer (i. e. was not a source of ·competition), and provided 
no production data was available for that species. If these conditions 
were not met, species j was considered important enough to include in 
the diet. A total of 24 foods partitioned among the seven consumers 
was chosen in this manner (Appendix B). Appendix B also gives the scien-
tific names of the plant foods. 
The modelling required that a combination of foods not make up 
more than 100 percent of the diet and that the diets be expressed on a 
monthly basis. The first requirement necessitated using studies which 
presented their results on a percentage volume, or comparable, basis. 
Since most investigators of food habits presented th�ir results on a 
seasonal basis, the percentage a given food item comprised in a consumer's 
diet in any given month was assumed to be the percentage that item com-
prised in the diet in the season i n which that month occurred. Unless 
otherwise indicated by the various authors of the studies used, fall was 
assumed to be September to November, winter was December to February, 
spring was March to May, and summer was June to August. Thus, if food 
11 
item A accounted for 50 percent of consumer B's summer diet then food 
item A was assumed to comprise 50 percent of the June, July, and August 
monthly diets. 
The diets were varied during simulation by including monthly thresh­
old values for each dietary item in the model. The contribution any item 
made to a consumer's diet fluctuated between zero and this maximum 
threshold value as food availability changed. The threshold values either 
came from sources used to compute the diets in Appendix A or from Martin 
et al. (1951), whichever had the highest values. The European wild hog 
was the exception to this, and the threshold values for this consumer's 
diet were taken from Scott (1973) or Henry and Conley (1972), whichever 
had the highest values. 
Information on food habits was not available for all species in­
cluded in the two canonical groupings. The diet of the canonical 
sciurid was assumed to be the diet of the gray squirrel based on a study 
by Dudderar (1967), since no food habits studies on chipmunk and northern 
red squirrel were found in which results were expressed on a percentage 
volume basis. Layne (1954) and Graybill (1970) furnished information 
on northern red squirrel and chipmunk diets respectively indicating their 
diets were-similar �o the gray ·squirrel's diet . It· is _unrealistic -to 
have the red squirrel and chipmunk diets equal to that of the gray squir­
rel,- but it was assumed-justifiable since no attempt.was-being.made to 
investigate the competitive interactions.among -these-sciurids. ___ The in-
tent-was to analyze how thes� sciurids-as a canonical group affected the 
other species with which they coexisted. 
12 
J. 0. Whittaker (1963, 1966) reported on the summer food habits of 
Peromyscus maniculatus and f. leucopus in New York and Indiana, and 
Martin et al. (1951) presented general information on the diet of P. 
leucopus. Information on the food habits of small mammals in the Park 
was presented by Linzey and Linzey (1973). Their results were reported 
on a percent frequency of occurrence basis which was of no value for the 
purposes of the model but did provide an idea of what small mammals con­
sume in the Park. Enough information was available from these studies 
to compute realistic dietary percentages for mast, fungi, and blackberry. 
Because of the lack of information on rodent food habits, the canonical 
rodent was considered a "sink" serving to consume various amounts of im­
portant foods, but their interactions with the other consumers were not 
examined. 
Densities 
Densities were varied randomly between the minimum and maximum val­
ues found in the literature (Table 3). The black bear's density was 
kept stable because it is believed. that they presently have a relatively 
stable population in the Park (Pelton, personal communication). The two 
squirrels and the chipmunk were varied independently of each other. 
Consumption Rates 
Consumption rates were calculated in kilograms dry weight per indi­
vidual consumer per month (Table 4). The squirrels and chipmunks were 
considered separately, and the chipmunk diet was reduced 85 percent in 
the winter (Graves 1971). Bacon (personal communication) found the con­
sumption rate of penned bears increased from late March to Fall. They 
consumed 32.7 kg dry weight per individual per month in March and in 
Table 3. Range in densities (no. animals/ha), average densities, and literature sources. 
Dens i ties 
Consumers Ran2e Avera2e Source(s) 
A 
0.519 - 13.29 
Canonical Rodent 0 - 42 
Wild Turkey .00286 - .00974 
Raccoon .012 - .418 
.0198 - .0593 












Pelton (PC)b White-Tailed Deer 
f 
European Wild Hog .00217 - .0285 .0144 Tennessee Game and Fish Commission 
(1972) 
Black Bear .00395c Pelton (PC) 
I a 1 
Northern red squirrel was assumed to have the same density as gray squirrel because density figures 
from LaynJ (1954) and Kemp and Keith (1970) were comparable. 
b PC: Personal Communication. 
c Assumed stable. 1-' w 
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Table 4. Monthly consumption rates in kilograms dry weight per indivi­
dual and their literature sources. 
Consumers Consum2tion rate Sources 
Squirrels 
a 
1.12 Short and Duke (1971) 
Chipmunk 0. 91 (see text) 
Canonical Rodents 0. 154 Gilbert (1973) 
Wild Turkey 3. 41 Goodrum et al. (1971) 
Raccoon 6.8 Knoxville Municipal Zoo 
White-Tailed Deer 40. 8 Goodrum et al. (1971) 
Wild Hog 61. 3 Conley (PC) b 
Black Bear 32. 7 - 98. 1 Bacon (PC) 
aNo information was available on red squirrel. Assume they consume 
same amount as gray squirrel. 
bPC: personal communication. 
15 
September they consumed 98. 1 kg. Assuming this increase was linear a 
linear interpolation routine was used to find the c onsumption rates for 
April through August. The rates of consumption in October and early 
November were assumed equal to the rate in September, and the consumption 
rate was set to zero from mid-November to mid-March to account for the · 
dormant period. 
The consumption rate for chipmunks was calculated from Verme's 
(1957) report on the number of acorns consumed per day per chipmunk and 
Downs' (1944) data on the number of acorns required to make a pound. 
Their data and data on moisture content from Goodrum et al. (1971) re­
sulted in the chipmunk consumption rate (Table 4). 
The amount of food required by the wild turkey was not given in 
kg dry weight by Goodrum et al. (1971) (Table 4 ), and it was assumed that 
the foods which the turkey consumes were 50 percent water on the average. 
Consumers were assumed to waste 50 percent as much as they eat. 
Various studies reviewed in Gilbert (1973) indicated this was not an 
unrealistic figure. An estimated edible factor was built into the model 
by assuming that only 75 percent of the food available to the consumers 
was edible. There were no data to indicate how reasonable this figure 
might be. 
Annual Net Production 
Literature sources were available giving annual net production val­
ues in kg dry weight per ha for most foods included in the model (Table 
5). Where literature sources were lacking reasonable estimates were made. 
Fungi was the only dietary item of potential competitive importance for 
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Table 5. Net annual production data for foods utilized by consumers in 
kg dry weight/ha. 
Net annual 
Foods production Source 
Honeysuckle 5 Moore and Strode {1966) 
Grasses 33 R. H. Whittaker (1963, 1966) 
Fungi 10 N/Aa 
Rhododendron 339 R. H. Whittaker (1961, 1962, 1963, and 
1966) 
Mountain Laurel 339 R. H. Whittaker (1962, 1963, and 1966) 
Wintergreen 142 R. H. Whittaker (1963) 
Galax 28 R. H. Whittaker (1963, 1966) 
Blueberry Browse 142 R. H. Whittaker (1962, 1963, and 1966) 
Sheep Sorrel 0.28 R. H. Whittaker (1966) 
Mast 62 Conley (PC)b 
Animal 198 N/A 
Garbage 1 N/A 
Rootsc 500 Harris et al. (1973) 
Cherry Fruits 0.0056 Graybill (1970) 
Dogwood Fruits 0.067 R. H. Whittaker (1966) 
Yellow Poplar Fruits 0. 0056 R. H .. Whittaker (1966) 
Red Maple Seeds 0.20 R. H. Whittaker (1966) 
Squawroot Fruits 1 N/A 
Squawroot Forage 10 N/A 
Apple Fruits 0.1 N/A 
Juneberry 0. 005 R. H. Whittaker (1966) 
Mayapple Fruits 0. 053 R. H. Whittaker (1966) 
Yellow Poplar Browse 0. 1 R. H. Whittaker (1966) 
Red Maple Browse 5. 5 R. H. Whittaker (1966) 
Oak Browse 85 R. H. Whittaker (1966) 
Wild Grape Fruits 0. 006 R. H. Whittaker (1966) and Graybill 
(1970) 
Persimmon 0. 009 N/A 
Blackberry Fruits 0.42 R. H. Whittaker (1962, 1963, and 1966) 
Blueberry Fruits 5. 5 R. H. Whittaker (1962, 1963, and 1966) 
Huckleberry Fruits 18 R. H. Whittaker (1962, 1963, and 1966) 
aN/A.· Not Applicable. N il bl d bl o sources were ava a e an a reasona e 
guess had to be made. 
b
PC: Personal Communication. 
c
Production of roots greater than 0.5 em in diameter. 
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which data was lacking. The value of ten kg dry weight per ha is probably 
too high but not unreasonable (Clebsch, personal communication). The 
other foods for which production data was lacking were either not a 
source of competition (e. g. squawroot) or were known to be present in 
such small amounts in the Park as to be unimportant in the diet (e. g. 
garbage). 
The values for annual net production were determined in the follow­
ing manner. The sources (Table 5) were reviewed and production data in 
kg dry weight per ha were computed. The vegetation types in which these 
food species were found were listed (Shanks 1954b). The number of ha 
each vegetation type comprised in the study area was calculated by mul-
tiplying the area of the study (50, 588 ha) times the percentage each 
vegetation type accounted for in the entire Park (National Park Service 
1969). The production figures in kg dry weight per ha were then multi­
plied by the number of ha the vegetation types they occurred in comprised 
in the study area • . Finally, they were divided by_50, 588 ha to derive the 
values in Table 5. 
Long-term data was available only for mast �or the purposes of 
this study, mast is defined to be the nuts of oak (Quercus spp. ) ,  
hickory (Carya spp. ) ,  and buckeye (Aesc�lus octandrusB . The production 
of mast on an annual basis in the Southern Appalachians has been re­
searched by many investigators (Downs and McQuilken 1944,  Beck and Olson 
1968, and Strickland 1972). Oak mast summaries from 1970 - 1974 inclu­
sive for the Tellico Wildlife Management Area (Conley, personal communi­
cation) adjacent to and southwest of the Park were chosen for this study. 
These estimates were derived using a method developed by Whitehead (1969), 
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and they included correction factors due to arboreal feeding and number 
of unsound acorns. With a 50 percent moisture content (Goodrum et al. 
1971) the average mast production over the five year period was calcu­
lated. 
The production figures were varied annually through use of the ran­
dom number generator. Browse was varied within 25 percent of the mean, 
fruits within 50 percent, and mast was allowed to vary between the maxi­
mum and minimum values recorded in the study above. The 25 percent and 
50 percent values were reasonable estimates of annual variation in pro­
duction (Clebsch, personal communication). 
The food species were grouped together into seasonal orders and fed 
into the biomass pool at the appropriate ttme every simulated year. For 
example, mast was fed in and renewed every September, deciduous browse 
and grasses were fed in during the spring, and various fruits during the 
summer. Those species which were present only a few months every year 
(e. g. sui!Dller berries) were zeroed out at the appropriate ttme. These 
seasonal orders were realistic (Clebsch, personal coi!Dllunication). 
II. MODEL IMPLEMENTATION 
The model was tmplemented ·on the SIMCOMP-2.1 programming system 
(Gustafson and Innis 1972). SIMCOMP was chosen.because it has.the-capa- -
bility of defining-300-flows -among 99 state-variables,-consolidated·dec- -
laration of parameters·permi�ng communication among �ubprograms ,-graphi­
cal and tabular output,-and it allows the user to define any functions 
and subroutines needed. 
SIMCOMP conceptualizes flows in difference equation form. The gene­
ral equation describing flows is: 
where: 
x(t + bt) = x{t) + t {£F) 
x(t + 6t) = amount in component x at time t + c.t 
x(t) = amount in component x at time t 
L F =.sum of flows into and· out of x 
t = time increment 
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A box and arrow diagram (Figs. 3 and 4) aided in the initial forma-
lization of the model. The symbols used follow.Forrester (1971) and 
Weins and Innis (1974). The solid arrows indicate flows of biomass and 
the dashed arrows indicate flows of information. The circles function 
as input variables and the five- sided figures are control variables. 
The valve shaped symbol represents a rate control. The activity blocks 
are not Forrester symbols but were necessary to depict the working of 
the model in as concise a form as possible. 
The computer program of the model (Appendix C) was modified from 
Gilbert (1973). The flowchart in Fig. 5 is a schematic representation 
of how the program functioned. 
A listing of the variables used in the model can be found in Appen-
dix D. 
Subroutines 
The main part of the program determined density, consumption rate, 
diet, and threshold values for dietary items--of a given consumer. . It 
also served to compute the flows of biomass-=_Subprograms were used to 
perfoDD. -various -other tasks such as redistribution of diets (Fig. 5). 
These subprograms and their functions are described.below. _ 
_ Subroutine {subprogram) START was called prior to simulation. Data 
was read in and initial conditions were set in START. CYCLE was called 
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Figure 3. Box and arrow diagram showing flow of bioma ss to consumers . Each activity block represents one 
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Figure 4. Expansion of activity block from Fig. 3. The flow of biomass into one consumer and the para­
meters controlling the rate of flow are shown. (S-Season; G-Gain; L-Loss) 
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Figure 5 .  Flowchart of computer program of dietary competition in the 
Great Smoky Mountains National Park. 
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prior to every simulation timestep; it updated production data of foods 
and population densities of consumers. START and CYCLE were automati­
cally called by the SIMCOMP programming system and did not have to be 
called from the main part of the program (Appendix C). 
TAB2 is a function subprogram which served as both a linear inter­
polation and table retrieval routine. 
Subroutine TFLO determined if the amount of biomass available by 
food species was sufficient to satisfy the dietary requirements of the 
current consumer. If there was insufficient biomass of a particular 
plant species then subroutine FLO was called. FLO increased the propor­
tions of the other plants in the diet. FLO tested the new diet to in­
sure that there was sufficient biomass available to fulfill that diet's 
requirements and to insure that no food item exceeded its threshold value 
in the diet. If either of these occurred, another redistribution 
took place with subsequent testing and redistribution as needed. Even­
tually, this process approached a diet considered feasible for the con-
sumer. 
Subroutine DLIET served to pass dietary changes greater than one 
percent which had occurred in FLO to subroutine SRANK. SRANK is an IBM 
scientific subroutine package and performs a Spearman's rank correlation 
on the redistributed diet versus the original diet. This allowed deter­
mination of whether the rank order of foods in the redistributed diet was 
significantly different from the rank order of foods in the original diet. 
SRANK utilized subroutines RANK and TIE, which are also IBM scienti­
fic subroutine packages. RANK served to rank a vector of values and TIE 
computed a correction factor for tied ranks. Both were necessary for 
calculation of the correlation coefficient. 
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Subroutines RANDOM and RANDU are IBM packages which served as the 
random number generator. RANDOM calculated normally distributed random 
real numbers fran a dis tribution with a given mean and s tandard devia­
tion. RANDU , which was called by RANDOM , generated uniformly dis tri­
buted real numbers. 
Sub routine TRADI subtrac ted the percentages various foods comprised 
in the original diet of a consumer from the percentages those foods com­
prised after the diet was redistributed in subrou tine FLO .  The number 
of dietary changes occurring (both increases and decreases) grea ter than 
three percent were summed. TRADI also summed the percentages of these 
changes.  
Subroutine CYCL2 was called at  the end of  each simulation tDmes tep, 
and functioned p rimarily to write the frequency tables generated in TRADI. 
Reliability and Hypothesis Testing 
The model was numerically tested to insure reliability by using a 
hand calculator to compute selec ted segments of output. After the pro­
gram was shown to be reliable and functioning correc tly, hypotheses were 
tested using the results of SRANK and TRADI. The signi ficance of the 
correlation coefficient was tes ted using the proper table in S iegel 
(1956). 
The frequency and magnitude of die tary changes greater than three 
percent, as determined by TRAD I ,  proved us eful. These changes were 
counted for each consumer, and seven frequency tables were generated ·for 
each simulation. Gilbert (1973) chose three percent because he believed 
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this allowed for variation in the diet while being sensitive to signifi­
cant changes . TRADI gave an indication of which consumers were having 
their diets stres s ed by competition. 
Simulation Period and Timestep 
Biomas s flows were s imulated for five years . The firs t month of a 
s imulated year was as sumed to be September becaus e this simplified the 
manner in which the production values were updated in subroutine CYCLE. 
The firs t year was us ed to "prime" the model ard the dietary changes 
which took place during that year were not analyzed in model output. 
This priming was neces sary becaus e of the manner in which biomas s was 
handled. CYCLE fed in the entire annual net production of a food item 
the firs t month that item became available. The cons umers were then 
ass umed to feed from this biomas s until they had consumed all of it or 
until it was no longer s easonally available at which time CYCLE removed 
any remaining biomass of that particular food item from the model. In 
thos e cas es where a food item was as sumed to be pres ent for the entire 
year, the food was never removed except by overcons umption. All foods 
were renewed every twelve months, ·though at different times, throughout 
the year. Those food items which were available for consumption in the 
late s ummer- early fall period overlapped the ending and beginning of a 
s imulated year. Rather than gues sing how much biomas s of these foods 
was available the first September, no biomas s of any given food item was 
made available the firs t year until the seas on of production of that food 
item was reached. The start of the second year was chosen as the start 
of the actual feeding period and biomas s flows and dietary changes were 
analyzed for the latter four years of the five year simulation. In all 
s imulations run, the firs t year was kept the same to provide a common 
s tarting point for comparison purposes. 
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The model was conceptualized on a monthly basis, but a monthly time­
s tep was found to be unsatisfac tory for simulation (Gilbert 1973) .  
Gilbert tried several different time intervals and de termined tha t a two 
week simulation times tep represented his feeding reg�e mo re precis ely. 
A two week t�es tep was chosen for this study . 
Random Number Generator 
As long as the random number generator was called in the same order 
the same sequence of random numbers was genera ted in each s �ulation . 
Direct comparis ons were pos sible between all simulations because all 
production and dens ity values varied randomly us ing the same sequence 
of random numbers, except for those values being experimentally manipu­
lated . For example , the annual ne t production of a given food item du­
ring the _  third year of Simula tion A was equal t o  the production of that 
item dur ing the third year of S imulation B ,  even though the values 
were chosen randomly . 
III . SIMULATIONS 
It was not possible to simulate a feeding reg�e in which the con­
sumers fed simultaneously from the available biomass .  Ins tead , the man­
ner in which the model was concep tualized neces si tated a -consecutive 
feeding order , and an inves tigation into whether di fferent feeding orders 
yielded different results was needed . The original feeding order was 
wild turkey, European wild hog ,  b lack bear, sciurids , white- tailed deer, 
canonical rodent , and raccoon . To determine if feeding the consumers in 
different orders affected th e output of the model significan tly , four 
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simulations with the original feeding order and three randomly chosen 
orders were run. No significant differences were found and the original 
order was kept . for all subsequent simulations. 
A series of simulations was rUn to assess the impact of the European 
wild hog an d the canonical order of sciurids on the Park ecosystem. In 
the first simulation all food production and consumer density values 
were chosen randomly. In subsequent simulations wild hog density and 
sciurid density values were experimentally manipulated. High hog densi­
ties were simulated by doubling the randomly chosen hog numbers, · and low 
hog densities were simulated by assuming no hogs were present in the Park. 
High sciurid dens ities were simulated by assuming they were present at 
the maximum allowable density for the second and third year of the four 
year comparison period. Low sciurid densities were simulated similarly. 
Those runs in which all food production values were determined randomly 
were considered to . be simulations of " average" food availability condi­
tions. 
It is not uncommon in the Southern Appalachians to have two conse­
cutive poor mast years preceded by and followed by good to excellent 
years. Since mast is a crucial dietary component of all consumers' 
diets in the model a series of simulations was run to investigate the 
hog and sciurid imp act on other consumers under these simulated cond i­
tions of mast availability. The first simulation of this set varied 
mast experimentally with all other food production values and all density 
values varied randomly. A good mast crop (100 kg/ha), two poor mast 
crops (17 kg/ha), and an excellent mast crop (120 kg/ha) were simulated. 
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High and low hog and sci�rid dens ities under these mast conditions were 
then simula ted in the manner described. 
Gilbert (1973) found his model sensitive to changes in the estimated 
edible factor.  A simulation was run in which the facto r was reduced 
from 75 to 50 percent with all values varied randomly to determine if 
this version of the model was sensitive to such changes . 
CHAPTER III 
RESULTS 
I .  AVAILABILITY OF FOODS UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS 
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Determining the relative abundance of the 24  food items was aided 
by examination of the frequency tables genera ted by subroutine TRADI . 
Table 6 depic ts the total number of increases and decreases greater than 
three percent which occurred in the diets of all seven consumers during_ 
the simulation in which all density and production values were varied 
randomly . The summed percentages o f  these increases and decreases are 
also shown . These percentages are the four year cumulative total of the 
percentage changes (both increases and decreases) greater than three per­
cent occurring in the diets of the consumers • . Increases mean that a food 
was abundant and decreases imply that a food was scarce . Some foods (e . g .  
mast) showed both increases and decreases sugges ting they were abundant 
sometimes and scarce at other times . 
Mas t was scarcest showing 236 decreases totaling 7 131 percent . 
These decreases usually began occurring in the late fall and early winter . 
In the early_ fall ·mas t was usually abundant .  All 124 increases .recorded 
for this food occurred during_thi s time . - ·The length of time of abundance 
and the -beginning of scarcities was dependent -on the . s ize of the mast  
crop . With a ·very ·poor mas t�crop (17 kg dry weight/ha) the entire crop 
was gone wi thin....t:hree months ·regardless-of consumer .-densi-ty . 
A total- of 144 decreases occurred ·with . filngi . - Only · 17 increas es 
were recorded and these -occurred - in April --when-· fungi -were- mos t :abundant� 
Except for this very brief - period in early spring- fungi was-always--scarce . 
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Table 6. Frequency and summed percentages for changes in diets which 
exceeded three percent due to redistribution of diets . Figures are from 
simulation using randomly c hosen production and density values . 
Total Total 
percentage percentage 
Number of of Number of of · 
Food species increases increases decreases decreases 
Honeysuckle 0 0 0 0 
Grasses and Sedges 76 968 0 0 
Fungi 17 165 144 2039 
Rhododendron 15 112 0 0 
Mountain Laurel 16 113 0 0 
Wintergreen 0 0 0 0 
Galax 16 77 0 0 
B lueberry Browse 0 0 0 0 
Sheep Sorrel 0 0 0 0 
Mast 124 1513 236 7131 
Animal 111 1692 0 0 
Garbage 0 0 0 0 
Roots 18 289 0 0 
Cherry 0 0 20 254 
Dogwood 0 0 0 0 
Yellow Poplar Fruits 0 0 16 54 
Red Maple Seeds 0 0 20 77 
Squawroot Forage 0 0 15 297 
Apple 0 0 46 7 66 
June berry 0 0 23 146 
Mayapple 0 0 23 1099 
Yellow Poplar B rowse 0 0 20 118 
Red Maple Browse 0 0 0 0 
Oak B rowse 0 0 0 0 
Wild Grape 0 0 118 705 
Persimmon 0 0 55 894 
B lackberry 0 0 16 92 
Blueberry 16 337 8 49 
Squawroot Fruits 0 0 0 0 
Huckleberry 0 0 16 100 
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All fruits , with the exception of blueberry , we re always scarce . 
There was never enough cherry (20 decreases) , persfmmon (55 decreases), 
or wild grape (118 decreases) in the fall. Apple (46 decreases) was 
always scarce during the spring and summer, and blackberry (16 decreases) 
and huckleberry (16 decreases) were always rare in the summer and early 
fall . No increases were recorded for any of the above fruits. Blueberry 
was abundant in the early summer (16 increases) but became scarce as sum­
mer waned (8 decreases). 
Other foods which were scarce were yellow poplar fruits , red maple 
seeds , squawroot forage , juneberry, and yellow poplar browse . 
Grasses and sedges and animal matter were always abundant showing 
76 and 111 increases respectively with no decreases . Rhododendron (15 
increases), mountain laurel (16 increases) , galax (16 increases) and roots 
(18 increases) were also always present in amounts more than sufficient 
to satisfy the demand . 
Honeysuckle , wintergreen , blueberry browse , sheep sorrel , garbage , 
dogwood fruits , red maple browse , and oak browse showed neither increases 
nor decreases . These foods were never scarce but the consumers could not 
increase the percentages of the diets they comprised because of threshold 
restrictions . 
Availability of Foods when Mast Production � Varied 
When mast was experimentally manipulated , and all other parameters 
varied randomly , the same pattern of food abundance resulted (Table 7). 
Mast and fungi were scarcest followed by the fruits . Grasses and sedges 
and animal foods were the most abundant . 
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Table 7 .  Frequency and surmned percentages in diets which exceeded three 
percent due to redis tribution of diets . Values are from s imulation in 
which mast was experimentally ma nipulated . 
Total Total 
percentage percentage 
Number of of Number of of 
Food species increases increases decreases decreases 
Honeysuckle 0 0 0 0 
Grasses and Sedges 7 6  859 0 0 
Fungi 15 119 144 2040 
Rhododendron 15 110 0 0 
Mountain Laurel 15 110 0 0 
Wintergreen 0 0 0 0 
Galax 15 7 2  0 0 
B lu eb erry Brows e  0 0 0 0 
Sheep Sorrel 0 0 0 0 
Mas t  122 1384 239 7207 
Animal 110 1682 0 0 
Garbage 0 0 0 0 
Roots 18 285 0 0 
Cherry 0 0 20 254 
Dogwood 0 0 0 0 
Yellow Poplar Fruits 0 0 16 54 
Red Maple Seeds 0 0 20 77 
Squawroot Forage 0 0 15 297 
Apple 0 0 46 7 66 
Juneberry 0 0 23 145 
Mayapple 0 0 23 1099 
Yellow Poplar B rowse 2 6 20 119 
Red Maple Brows e  0 0 0 0 
Oak B rows e 0 0 0 0 
Wild Grape 0 0 118 705 
Pers immon 0 0 55 894 
B lackberry 0 0 16 92 
"B lueb erry 17 361 8 49 
Squawroot Fruits 0 0 0 0 
Huckleberry 0 0 16 100 
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II. CONSUMERS AND FOODS 
The seven consumer- specific frequency tab les generated during the 
simulation in which all parameters were varied randomly (Tab les 8 through 
14) yielded informa tion on those foods the consumers we re s tressing the 
mos t .  
Wild Turkey 
The wild turkey was unable to ob tain sufficient mas t ,  wild grape , 
blackberry , and huckleberry (Table 8) . Mas t  showed 53 decreas es totaling 
116 5 percent versus 30 increases totaling 105 percen t ,  whereas wild grape 
showed 59 decreases versus no increases making them the most  s tressed 
items in the turkey diet. The turkeys were able to find more than enough 
grass (55 increases) and animal foods (36 increases) . Sheep sorrel and 
dogwood were n ever stressed. 
Wild Hog 
The wild hog (Table 9) was never ab � to find sufficient mast , 
apple , blueberry , or huckleberry. Mast (37 decreases) and apple (23 de­
creases) were the two foods the hog had the mos t  trouble finding . Grasses , 
blueberry brows e ,  roots , and garbage were never scarce , but the hog was 
unable to increas e consumption of these foods because of threshold res tric­
tions . 
Black Bear 
The black bear (Table 10) found cherry (20 decreas es) , squawroot 
forage (15 decreases) and wild grape (12 decreases) all scarce. But 
the bear usually found enough mas t (18 increases versus 2 aecreases) to 
satisfy its dietary demands . B lueberry wi th 16 increases was also abun­
dant. The other foods in the bear diet were never s tressed . 
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Table 8 .  Frequency and percentage of changes in wild turkey diet which 
exceeded three percent . Values are from s imulation in which all p roduct ion 
and dens ity values were randomly chosen . 
Number of Percentage of Number of Percentage of 
Food epecies increases increases decreases decreases 
Grasses 55 881 0 0 
Mas t 30 105 5 3  1165 
Animal 36 361 0 0 
Sheep Sorrel 0 0 0 0 
Dogwood 0 0 0 0 
W i ld Grape 0 0 5 9  295 
B lackberry 0 0 8 33 
Huckleberry 0 0 8 39 
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Tab le 9 .  Frequency and percentage of changes in wild hog diet which 
exceeded three percent . Values are from s imula tion in which a l l  produc­
tion and dens i ty values were rand omly chos en. 
Number of Percentage of Number of Percentage of 
Food species increases increases decreases decreases 
Gras s es 0 0 0 0 
B lueb erry B rows e 0 0 0 0 
Ma s t  0 0 37 922 
Roo ts 0 0 0 0 
Garbage 0 0 0 0 
App le 0 0 23 5 60 
. B lueberry 0 0 8 49 
Huckleberry 0 0 8 6 1  
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Table 10 . Frequency and percentage of changes in black bear die t which 
exceeded three percent . Values are from s imulation in which all produc -
tion and dens ity values were randomly chosen. 
Number of Percentage of Number of Percentage of 
Food species increases increases decreases decreases 
Grass 0 0 0 0 
Mast 18 27 2 2 94 
Garbage 0 0 0 0 
Animal 0 0 0 0 
Cherry 0 0 20 254 
Squawroot Forage 0 0 15 297 
Wild Grape 0 0 12 39 
B lueberry 16 337 0 0 
Juneberry 0 0 0 0 
Huckleberry 0 0 0 0 
B lackb erry 0 0 0 0 
Squawroot Fruits 0 0 0 0 
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Table 11 . Frequency and percentage of changes in sciurid diet which 
exceeded three percent. Values are from s imula tion in which all produc ­
tion and dens i ty values were randomly chosen. 
Number of Percentage of Number of Percentage of 
Food species increases increases decreases decreases 
Fungi 16 137 41 743 
Mas t 30 634 40 2410 
Red Maple Seeds 0 0 20 77 
Apple 0 0 23 206 
Mayapple 0 0 23 1099 
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Table 12.  Frequency and percentage of changes in white- tailed deer diet 
which exceeded three percent . Val ues are from s imula tion in which all 
produc tion and dens i ty va lues we re randomly chos en. 
Number of Percentage of Number of Percentage of 
Food species increases increases decreases decreases 
Grasses 21 87 0 0 
Fungi 0 0 50 483 
Rhododendron 15 112 0 0 
Mout;�.tain Lau re l 16 113 0 0 
Wintergreen 0 0 0 0 
Galax 16 77 0 0 
Mas t  0 0 27 520 
Yellow Poplar 
Fruits 0 0 16 54 
Yellow Poplar 
B rowse 0 0 20 119 
Red Maple B rowse 0 0 0 0 
Wild Grape 0 0 0 0 
Oak B rowse 0 0 0 0 
Apple 0 0 0 0 
Honeysuckle 0 0 0 0 
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Table 13 . Frequency and percentage of changes in canonical rodent diet 
which exceeded three percent .  Va lues are from simulation i n  which all 
produc tion and density values were randomly chosen . 
Number of Percentage of Number of Percentage of 
Food species increases inc reases decreases decreases 
Fungi 1 28 53 814 
Mast 20 370 21 644 
B lackberry 0 0 8 59 
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Table 14 . Frequ ency and percentage of changes in raccoon diet which ex­
ceeded three percent . Values are from simula tion in which all produc­
tion and density values were randomly chosen . 
Number of Percentage of Number of Percentage of 
Food specie s i ncreases increases decreases decreases 
Mast 26 132 56 137 6 
Animal 75 1331 0 0 
Wild Grape 0 0 47 410 
PersiDDilon 0 0 55 894 
Roots 18 289 0 0 
Juneberry 0 0 23 145 
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Canonical Sciurid 
The canonical sciurid (Table 11) was unable to satisfy any of its 
dietary requirements.  Apple , mayapple , and red maple seeds were always 
scarce with only decreases and no increases recorded . Mas t  (40 decreases 
versus 30 increases) and fungi (41 decreases versus 16 increases) were 
also scarce. 
White-Tailed Deer 
The deer (Table 12) found fungi (50 decreases) ,  mas t  (27 decreas� ) ,  
yellow poplar fruits (16 decreases) and yellow poplar browse (20 decrea­
ses) scarce. No increases were recorded for these foods implying they 
were never abundant for the deer . Gras ses (21 increases) , rhododen4ron 
(15 increases) , mountain laurel (16 increases) , and galax (16  increas es) 
were always abundant . Wintergreen,  red maple browse,  oak brows e ,  and 
honeysuckle were never scarce but threshold res trictions prevented any 
increases . Wild grape and apple were scarce but made up such a small 
part of the diet  (less than three percent) that their dietary changes 
were not counted by sub routine TRADI . 
Canonical Rodent 
The canonical rodent (Table 13) was unable to find sufficient fungi , 
mas t ,  or blackberry , Mas t showed 20 increases totaling 370 percent versus 
2 1  decreases totaling 644 percent.  Fungi was very scarce wi th one increase 
versus 53 decreases . I t  should be remembered that this consumer was a 
"-sink" serving to ·drain off realis tic amounts of important foods making 
them unavailable to others . The results should not be interpreted as in­
dicating these consumers are actually s tres sed in this manner. 
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Raccoon 
Wild grape (47 decreases), persimmon (55 decreases) , and juneberry 
(23 decreases) were always too scarce to fulfill the raccoon ' s  dietary 
requirements (Tab le 14). No increases were recorded for any of the above 
foods . Mas t was also stressed (26 increases versus 56 decreases). Ani­
mal and roots (75 increases and 18 increases respectively) were very abun­
dant . 
III . BIOMASS FLOWS 
Selec ted graphical illus trations of biomass flows (Figs. 6 through 
11) reveal how much biomass  the consumers ate relative to each othe r .  
The sciurids ate 10 to 20 times more biomass than the other consumers 
(Figs . 7 ,  8 ,  9, 10) . All of these graphs were computer generated. The 
computer determined the proper scaling for the axes insuring tha t  all 
data points would be represented. In Figs. 8 and 10 the computer had to 
scale the vertical axis so large to accomodate the sciurids that the 
other consumers were grouped along the horizontal axis making it difficult 
to determine the interactions among them. The wild turkey consumed the 
leas t amount of biomas s  (Fig . 11) eating . 25 and . 50 times less than the 
other consumers. 
IV .  MANIPULATING WILD HOG DENSITY 
Simulations in which wild hog dens ity was experimentally manipulated 
showed that the total number of increases in the diets of the consumers 
greater than three percent was roughly equal (Tables 15 and 16) . In the 
simula tion in which all dens ity and produc tion values were varied randomly 
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Figure 1 1 .  Flow o f  mas t  and grass through wild turkey . 
d omly . ( S - Sep temher , M-March) 
All product ion and density values were chosen ran-
Table 15 . Frequency of changes in diets of consumers at different simulated wild hog dens ities . Changes 
in wild hog diet are not included. Values are from simulation in which production and density values were 
varied randomly . 
Normal hog densi ties No hogs Hogs 2x normal 
Food species Increase Decrease Increase Decrease Increase Decrease 
Gras ses and Sedges 76  0 74 0 77 0 
Fungi 17 144 17 144 17 144 
Rhododendron 15 0 15 0 15 0 
Mountain Laurel 16 0 15 0 16 0 
Galax 16 0 16 0 16 0 
Mas t  124 198 127 194 122 205 
Animal 111 0 109 0 113 0 
Roo ts 18 0 18 0 18 0 
Cherry 0 20 0 20 0 20 
Yellow Poplar Frui ts 0 16 0 16 0 16  
Red Maple Seeds 0 20 0 20 0 20 
Squawroot Forage 0 15 0 15 0 15 
Apple 0 23 0 23 0 23 
Juneb erry 0 23 0 23 0 23 
Mayapple 0 23 0 23 0 23 
Yel low Poplar Brows e 0 20 0 20 0 20 
Wild Grape 0 118 0 118 0 118 
Persinnnon 0 55 0 55 0 55 
B lackberry 0 16 0 16 0 16 
B lueberry 16 0 16 0 16 0 
Huckleberry 0 8 0 8 0 8 
Total 409 699 407 695 410 706 +"-
\0 
Table 16 . Frequency of changes in diets of consumers at different simulated wild hog densities . Changes 
in wild hog diet are not included . Values are from simulation in which mas t  was experimentally manipulated . 
Normal hog dens ities No hogs Hogs 2x normal 
Food species Increase Decrease Increase Decrease Increase Decrease 
Gras ses and Sedges 7 6  0 7 5  0 77  0 
Fungi 15 144 15 144 15 144 
Rhododendron 15 0 15 0 15 0 
Mountain Laurel 15 0 15 0 16 0 
Galax 15 0 15 0 16 0 
Mas t 122 202 126 196 120 205 
Animal 110 0 109 0 111 0 
Roots 18 0 18 0 18 0 
Cherry 0 20 0 20 0 20 
Yellow Poplar Fruits 0 16 0 16  0 16 
Red Maple Seeds 0 20 0 20 0 20 
Squawroot Forage 0 15 0 15 0 15 
Apple 0 23 0 23 0 23 
Juneberry 0 23 0 23 0 23 
Mayapple 0 23 0 23 0 23 
Yellow Poplar Browse 0 20 0 20 0 20 
Wild Grape 0 118 0 118 0 118  
Pers immon 0 55 0 55 0 55 
B lackberry 0 16  0 16 0 16 
B lueberry 17 6 17 0 17 0 
Huckleberry 0 8 0 8 0 8 
Total 403 703 405 697 405 706 
0 
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number of  increases was 407 and when hog dens ity was doubled the number 
of increases was 410 . 
The number of increases exhibited by foods on an individual basis 
was also roughly equal . Mas t  showed . the greates t difference between 
simulations wi th 124 increases for average hog ·densi ties , 127 for no 
hogs , and 122 for doub led hog densities � The number of increases in 
mast decreased as hog densi ty rose .  Grasses and sedges , rhododendron , 
mountain laurel , galax , and animal foods all showed differences between 
simulations with the general trend being for the number of increases for 




The number of decreases in the diets did not differ much regardl ess 
of simulated hog densi ty (Table 15) . The number of decreases shown in 
Table 15 is for six consumers with the wild hog excluded . This was done 
to a l low direc t comparison within Tab le 15 . Tab le 16 was treated the same 
way . There were 699 decreases when densi ty and production values were 
allowed to vary randomly ; 695 when no hogs were present ; and 706 when 
hog dens ity was doub led . 
Mas t  showed 198 decreases under average conditions , 194 when no 
. hogs were present , and 205 when hog density was doubled . The number of 
decreas es for the other foods did not change wi th changing hog dens i ty .  
This same trend of changing food availabil ity with changing wild 
hog dens i ty was seen in the set of s imulations in which mas t  and hog 
density were experimentally manipulated (Table 16) . 
The amount of mas t biomass consumed by black bear and whi te- tailed 
deer did not change in response to changing hog density (Figs . 7 ,  and 
52 
12 through 16) . Regardless of hog density the black bear always con­
sumed a maximum of about . 2  kg/ha and the deer consumed a maximum of 
about . 4  kg/ha . The number of significant changes as determined by 
Spearman ' s  rank correlation analysis wer e always roughly equal (around 
7 5) regardless of hog dens ity .  
V .  RESULTS OF MANIPULATING SCIURID DENSITY 
The sciurids consumed large amounts of mast neces sita ting many 
changes in the diets of the other consumers (�ab le 17) . The total num­
ber of increases in the diet greater than three percent occurring under 
low s ciurid dens ities (1. 5 sciurids/ha) was lower than those occurring 
under high sciurid densities (37 sciurids/ha) . When all production 
values were chosen randomly there was a total of 381 decreases under 
low sciurid dens ities , and 435 increases in the simulation of high 
sciurid densities . In the simula tion in which mast was experimentally 
manipulated there were 373 increases under low sciurid densities and 
400 increases under high sciurid densi ties . There were 669 decreases 
and 90 3 decreases respectively for the simulations of low and high sciurid 
density and average production values , and 657 and 843 decreases respec­
tively for the s imulations of low and high sciurid density with mas t  ex­
perimentally manipulated (Tab le 17 ) . 
Many foods were affec ted by the change in sciurid dens ity wi th 
mas t ,  fungi , gras ses and sedges , and animal foods being affected the 
mos t .  The general trend was for mas t and fungi consumption to decrease 
as sciurid density increased and the consump tion of the other foods 
lis ted above to increase as sciurid dens ity increased . Mas t  consumption 
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Figure 1 3 .  Flow of mas t  through b lack bear , wild hog , and white- tai l ed deer . 
(S-September , M-Mar�h) 
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Figure 16 . Flow of mas t through b l ack bear , wi ld hog , and white- tai led dee r .  
and mas t  was experimental ly manipulated . (S -September , M-March) 
Hog dens i ty was twice normal 
Tab le 17 . Frequency of changes in diets of consumers under different s tmulated sciurid dens ities . 
Normal simula tion Mas t  ex2erimentall� mani2ulated 
Low sciurid High sciurid Low sciurid High sciurid 
Food s2ecies Increase Decrease Increase Decrease Increase Decrease Increase Decrease 
Grasses and Sedges 67 0 96 0 65 0 80 0 
Fungi 17 97 16  17 8 15 94 10 178 
Rhododendron 13 0 16 0 11 0 15 ' 0 
Mountain Laurel 11 0 22 0 9 0 15 0 
Galax 11 0 22 0 9 0 15 0 
Mas t  132 181 88 326 139 169 114 266 
Animal 97 0 134 0 92 0 114 0 
Roots 17 0 24 0 16 0 18 0 
Cherry 0 20 0 20 0 20 0 20 
Yellow Poplar Fruits 0 16 0 16 0 16 0 16 
Red Maple Seeds 1 15 0 23 2 18 0 23 
Squawroot Forage 0 15 0 15 0 15 0 15 
Apple 0 46 0 46 0 46 0 46 
Juneberry 0 23 0 23 0 23 0 23 
Mayapple 0 23 0 23 0 23 0 23 
Yellow Poplar B rowse 0 20 0 20 0 20 0 20 
W ild Grape 0 118 0 118 0 118 0 118 
P ersimmon 0 55 0 55 0 55 0 55 
B lackberry 0 16 0 16 0 16 0 16 
B lueberry 15 8 17 8 15 8 19  8 
Huckleberry 0 16 0 16 0 16 0 16 




density .  A total of 181 decreases in mast consumption greater than 
three percent occurred when low sciurid densities and average production 
values were simulated versus 326 decreases in mas t  consumption under the 
same product ion values and high sciurid dens ities . 
In the s imulations in which all production valu es were chosen ran­
domly there were four more decreases in the black bear diet under high 
sciurid dens i ties than under low sciurid dens i ties .  There were 25 , 23 , 
and 29 more decreases under the same conditions for turkey , hog , and 
raccoon respectively and 50 more decreases under thos e conditi ons for 
deer . In the simula tions in which mas t was experimentally manipulated 
there were s ix more decreases in the bear diet under high sciurid density 
as compared to low sciurid dens i ty ;  there were 15 more decreases each 
for turkey , hog and raccoon , and 46 more for deer . 
VI . ESTIMATED EDIBLE FACTOR 
Although Gilbert (197 3) found his model sens itive to changes of 
only 5 percent in the es timated edib le factor (EEF) , changes of 25 
percent in the EEF in thi s vers ion of the model failed to produce any 
noticeable change in output as determined by Spearman ' s  rank correla tion 
test .  
The frequency tables revealed that the number o f  changes in the 
diets remained approxima tely the same wi th about 410 increase s and 775  
decreases greater than 3 percent , regardless of whether interactive 
feeding was s imulated with an EEF of 50 percent or an EEF of 75 percent. 
CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION 
I .  MEASURES OF COMPETITION 
Most  attemp ts to quantify competition for food resources in the 
past have borrowed heavily from quantita tive plant ecology. Various 
indices of s tmilari ty , coefficients of as socia tion, and coefficients 
of communi ty have bee n  used for this purpose (Hansen et al . 1973 and 
Hansen and Reid 1975) . An idea of the similarity of the diets of a 
group of consumers is indicated by these indices . Examp les of these 
m ethods can be found in any good quantitative text (Kershaw 197 3 and 
Southwood 1966).  These methods are able to give only an indica tion 
60 
of po tential competition ; they are unab le to provide any measure of how 
competition is affecting the consum�rs . A s tmilarity index might indi­
ca te extens ive overlap in the diets of a set of consume rs, but if the 
foods consti tuting that overlap are pres ent in large amounts , or if 
they comprise a small untmportant part of the diet , the index would be 
indicating a high prob"ab ility of competi tion where none was occurring .  
To arrive a t  a n  unders tanding of the competitive interac tions among 
a group of consumers, information mus t  be gathered no t only on the si­
milarity of the diets, but also on consumer density, food availability ,  
and consumption ra tes . Ideally, information should also be amassed on 
population and vegeta tion dynamics of the community. The model described 
is a s tep in this direction .  Consumer dens ity ,  consump tion rates , food 
availability , and seasonal food habits are all cons idered in an attempt 
61 
to describe the interactive feeding of a group of consume rs . A random 
number generator provides for crude population and vegetation dynamics . 
II . COMPETITION IN THE PARK 
Mas t is the key food in the diets of the consumers and is the focal 
point for any dietary competition which might occur . Ma tschke (1964) 
has reported on the importance of mas t  for the reproduc tive success of 
the wild hog ,  and Scott (1973) and Henry and Conley (1972) have shown 
the importance of mast in the hog ' s  diet.  Black bears need mast  in the 
fall to help lay down the layer of fat required for their winter dor­
mancy . Mas t  is vital for the growth and reproductive performance of 
whi te- tailed deer (Harlow and Tyson 1959) , and wild turkey , raccoon, 
and sciurids are extremely dependent on this source of food as verified 
by the food hab its s tudies conducted on them (Appendix A) . Although 
quantitative examination of rodent food habits has yet to be done on a 
large scale s easonal basis in the south , the importance of mast to 
various rodents is evident .  Hamilton (1941) reported finding nearly a 
peck of �uts {beech) stored by a pa ir of Peromyscus . Wildlife managers 
have long accepted the tmportance of mast to such species as deer , 
turkey , and squirrels {Goodrum et a l .  1971 and Shaw 1971) . 
In the model mas t  was abundant from September to November, but 
some times remained abundant until December. The length of time was 
dependent on the size of the mas t crop , but even in excellent years 
(120 kg/ha) mas t  was not abundant enough to satisfy the demands of the 
consumers on an annual basis . The scarcity of mas t resulted in dietary 
62 
shifts to compensate for the shortages . Mos t  consumers compensated, or 
attempted to compensate , by turning to different and/or abundant al ter­
nate foods . 
Wild Turkey 
The wild turkey increased their reliance on grasses and animal 
foods in the presence of ma s t  shortages .  Grasses , animal foods,  sheep 
sorrel, and dogwood fruits were always abundant (Tab le 8 ,  p .  34) . There are 
so few turkey in the Park ,  and their needs are so small relative to 
the other consumers , that it is plausible to speculate they are usually 
able to cope with the problem of finding enough to eat .  The wild turkey 
certainly had no adverse effec t on the o ther consumers . 
Wild Hog 
The wild hog was unable to ob ta in enough mas t,  apple , blueberry , and 
huckleberry (Tab le 9 ,  p. 35) . Sufficient amounts of roots , grasses , and blue­
berry browse , and garbage were available to fulfill their respective 
d ietary components , but they were being fed on at their threshold values 
and the hog could not increase consumption of th ese foods to supplement 
other inadequacies . 
Scott (1973) found the hog relied heavily on both grasses and roots . 
In the spring grasses accounted for 60 percent of the die t ,  and in the 
winter roots comprised 60 percent (AppendixA) . Grasses and roots were 
botn more important on an annual basis than mas t .  Mas t  is the single 
mos t  important food in the fall (Scott 1973 and Henry and Conley 1972) . 
If the hog can get sufficient mas t in the fall to insure a good repro­
ductive performance QMatschke 1964) then it can probably cope the res t  
of the year by relying on roots and grasses . The increases i n  mas t  
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consump tion (Tab le 9 ,  p .  35) a l l  occurred in the fall , and it appears 
that the wild hog in the Park is usua lly ab le to make it in a l l  but the 
wors t mast years . 
The re sults of s imulations in which hog dens i ty was experimental ly 
manipulated ind ic ate the hog is not an important component as far as 
die tary compe ti tion is concerned . The number o f  increases and decreases 
greater than three percent , the number of s igni ficant d ie tary changes 
as determined by analys is of Spearman ' s  rank corre lation coe ffic ient , 
and the biomass consumed by the other cons umers remained rough�y the 
same regard le s s  o f  hog dens i ty .  
Black Bear 
The b lack bear (Tab le 10 , p .  36) was not unduly st res sed by food shortages 
a lthough it was unab le to ob tain enough che rry , wi ld grape , and squaw­
root forage . Mas t and b luebe rry were never so scarce as to be unavai l ab le 
to the bear . The b lack bear was the only consumer ab le to find adequate 
amounts of mas t .  The black bear also had n o  troub le find ing suffic ient 
huckleberry and b lackberry. 
Even under high sc iurid dens i tie s the bear was ab le to obtain mas t  
more often than not (16 increases versus 4 decreases) . The b lack bear 
removes itse l f  from compe titive interac tions for several months eve ry 
year . There needs to be only enough mas t to satis fy the bears ' needs 
for two to two and one -hal f  months in the fal l  prior to the ir winter 
s leep . On awakening . in the spring the bear turns to the gras ses and 
herbs (Beeman 1971) and although the herbs were unident ified and could 
not be inc luded in the mode l ,  gras ses were shown to never be scarce . 
Mos t of the herbs upon which the bear feed s in the spr ing are probab ly 
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also abundant enough to sa tis fy the bear ' s  requirements . Another aspec t 
of bear eco logy that was not inc luded in the model but serves none the ­
less to give the bear a competitive advantage is that they are capable 
of arboreal feeding (Pelton , personal communication) . It appears the 
bear wi ll usually fare better than the other consumers in meeting its 
dietary requirements and will be s tressed in regard to mas t  only during 
rather severe shortages . The bear does not compete wi th the other con­
sumers . 
Canonical Sc iurid 
The canonical sc iurid was unable to obtain enough of its foods 
(Table 1 1 ,  p .  37) . Caution mus t  be exercised in interpre ting the results 
because the sciurids in the Park certainly rely on more than five foods . 
The importance o f  mayapple in the summer d iet of squirre ls and chipmunks 
in the Park is probab ly less than that assumed (48 percent of the diet) , 
and their rel iance on various seeds probably more . 
High sciurid densities c learly proved detrimental to the other con­
sumers , and the canonical order of sciurids proved to be the key to com­
petition in the Park . The sc iurids clearly consumed mos t of the mast 
in the mode l ,  but their effect may have been overestimated . The failure 
of the mode l to account for arboreal feeding results in greater sc iurid 
competition than pos sib ly exis ts , because the mas t es timate s used were 
corrected for arboreal feeding , and squirre ls are known to get part of 
their mast requirements through arboreal feed ing . Even though this 
p laced more stress on the Park ecosys tem than may actually exis t ,  it 
does not invalidate any of the conc lusions . If less stress is being 
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appl ied by the sc iurids , then more food is availab le . For examp le , if  
the wild hog is not a fac tor in the mode l  under condi tions of  abnorma l 
s tress it sure ly is not a factor under cond itions of less s tress . In 
add ition ,  another as sump tion may have served to offset the increased 
sciurid competition in the model . No estimates were available on the 
amount of mas t stored by sc iurids and rodents . It was assumed that none 
was s tored , and it is probable that this assumption offsets the assump­
tions of no arboreal feeding , al though how much is no t known . 
The b lack bear was harmed the least by sc iurid competi tion ,  and 
the white- tailed deer the mos t, wi th raccoon, turkey , and hog all  be ing 
affec ted equally as shown by the differences in the number of decreases 
occurring in the diets greater  than three percent . 
White -Tailed Deer 
The white - tailed deer was unable t o  ob tain sufficient mast , but 
compensated for this shortage by increased utilization of grasses , rho­
dodendron , and mountain laurel (Tab le 1 2 ,  p.  38) . Rhod odendron and mountain 
laure l are known to be toxic but Harlow and Hooper (197 1 )  found rhodo­
dendron comprised about 25 percent of the diet during January and 
February . Grasses comprised another 20 percent of the die t during those 
same months . There is some evidence ind icating grasses may be more im­
portant in the Park than the model supposes . The segment of the Park 
to which this s tudy was res tricted contained Cades Cove , a 1012 ha area 
devoted primarily to pas turage . Deer are known to utilize this grassy 
area for food at all times , but even more heavily during times of food 
shor tage (Fox and Pe lton 1973) . Mos t of the deer in this area can be 
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found within a short dis tance of the Cove , particularly in the winter. 
The deer d id not adversely affect the other consumers . 
Raccoon 
The raccoon is the mos t carnivorous of all the consumers considered 
and is able to make up for mas t  shortages by relying on animal foods 
(Table 13,  p .  39) . It  is doubtful if they would ever be severe ly harmed 
by all but an almos t comple te mas t failure . They do not compete with 
the oeher consumers . 
Canonical Rodent 
Since this consumer acted only as a " s ink" its competitive interac ­
tions cannot be examined . 
Conc lus ions 
There has been concern expressed over impac t of the wild hog on 
the native animals and plants in the Park . Bratton ( 1974) presented 
evidence indicating the hog may be adverse ly affec ting the herbs and 
flowers because of its rooting habits . There has been much speculation,  
with l ittle subsequent work , on whether or not the hog is harming other 
consumers in the Park . The National Park Service has been attempting to 
control the hog population by shooting and trapping , but it has been 
unsuccessful in halting its spread . Since the hog is being intens ive ly 
managed by the Tennessee Wild l i fe Resources Agency in Tel lico Wildlife 
Management Area southwest of the Park , it appears the hog is in Eas t 
Tennessee to s tay . The model presented is the first attempt to examine 
what may actually be happening between the hog and other consumers in 
the Park. 
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The results of the model indicate the wild hog is not a serious com­
petitor and instead focuses attention on the sciurids as the major com­
petitors. High sciurid densities result in relatively serious mast 
shortages neces sitating major dietary shifts. But the other consumers 
may not be as .seriously affected in the Park as the model predicts due 
to factors mentioned above . 
The black bear fares the best of all consumers not being stressed 
even under high sciurid densities. But all of the consumers differ in 
their food habits enough, or share foods abundant enough to preclude 
competition, that they are capable of coping with the problem of finding 
enough to eat . Stress of a serious nature probably is not encountered 
except dur ing severe and/or prolonged shortages of shared foods, mast 
in particular. 
Summary 
The European wild hog did not compete with the other consumers for 
food although it was unable to satisfy its dietary requirem ents .  The 
canonical order of sciurids was the primary competitor requiring large 
amounts of biomass relative to the other consumers . The black bear 
fared the best of all consumers . It was usually able to obtain sufficient 
mast and blueberry to satisfy its needs, even when t he  other consumers 
could not. The winter dormancy period, during which t nne the bear re­
moves itself from the Park ecosystem, i s  the major reason the bear is 
able to cope so well. All consumers appear capable of finding sufficient 
food even in the face of shortages. This is probably due t o  two factors . 
First, the diets differ enough that some important alternative foods are 
not focal points of competition . Second, the major alternative foods 
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(e . g .  browse , roo ts, animals , and grasses) are present in abundant 
amounts . Only in the cas es of severe and/or prolonged shortages of im­
portant foods (e . g .  mast) would the consumers really suffer . 
III . SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
This model has solved no problems nor se ttled any is sues. It has 
been the first attempt to inves tigate interactive feeding in the Great 
Smoky Mountains National Park. Currently, a great deal of wo rk is being 
done by many people in the development of a management plan for the 
Park. The management of wildlife is an important component of that 
plan. If we are to manage the wildlife wisely we need to know which 
factors significantly affect it . This model has been a crude attempt 
to do tha t ,  and t he  results indicate that this way of viewing interac­
tive feeding in the Park has promise as a management tool. The model 
has indicated gaps in our knowledge , gaps tha t must be filled if we ate 
ever to manage wildlife in the Park in a manner which will provide the 
greates t benefit to all concerned. 
Research Needs 
1. Monthly food hab its must be researched on all relevant species 
in the Park . Even those specie s which have already been examined should 
be re-evaluated . Beeman {1971) found about 33 percent of the spring 
diet of black bear was unidentified green herbs . Microhis tological 
techniques could help identify much of this material. The rodents and 
sciurids are in specia��eed of examination. So far not one published 
s tudy on the seasonal f�od habits of the chipmunk is available in a form 
which could be utilized in this model . 
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2 .  The amount of food wasted and stored mus t be inves tigated .  Ro-
dents can store surprisingly large amounts of mast making it unavailable 
to other consumers (Hamilton 1941) , and the s toring habits of the sciurids 
are well known . The amount of food ob tained . by arboreal feeding should 
b e  inves tigated . 
3 .  The amount of food consumed by the relevant species must be 
inves tigated . Consumption rates of the consumers · included in this model 
are known to vary seasonally . 
4 .  Population ecology s tudies mus t  b e  commenced o n  all relevant 
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animal species . We need to know not only densi ties but dynamics . A 
s tart has been made on the black bear QMarcum 1974) and the wild hog 
(Duncan 1974) , but much remains to be done . 
5 .  The dynamics of t he  vegetation mus t  be inves tigated . Monthly 
net produc tion es timates and knowledge of trends in production of all 
important food species are needed . Mas t and fungi production are of 
particular importance.  Nutrition and energy content and dynamics 
should be inves tigated . 
IV .  l10DEL D·il'ROVENENTS 
There are several tmprovements which can be added to the model 
which should make i t  both more realistic and more ·useful . Adding popu-
lation and vegetation dynamics submodels would b e  beneficial . A weather 
component could b e  built into the vegetation submodel to s tmulate more 
accurately the effect of such random events as a late spring frost and 
i ts effects on mas t production . 
Consideration of foods from an energy s tandpoint ins tead of a b io-
mass standpoint is a next s tep . Nutrition should be cons idered also . 
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In its present form the model might indicate that dietary requirements 
were b eing fulfilled from a b iomas s  standpoint with no s tres s  being 
applied , whereas the actual biomas s migbt be energy deficient and con­
sumers could. be s ta�ing to death. Considering the diets from an energy 
s tandpoint would allow animal metabolism to b e  taken into consideration. 
V .  PERSONAL WORTH OF MODELLING ENDEAVOR 
The sys tems analytical approach to natural resource management has 
been cri ticized by many researchers used to the more conventional tech­
niques . Most  of the criticisms do not s tand up under close examination. 
I t  is of ten argued that natural systems are too complex and that it is  
impossible and therefore ridiculous to attempt to build predictive models 
of those sys tems . But as Forres ter (197 1) points ou t,  mathematical and 
simula tion models are no more unrealis tic than the mental models we 
have been s truggling with for years and the former models have the added 
advantage of having their components rigorously defined . The problem 
appears to have been largely a lack of communication between the pro and 
con groups , and those practitioners of the sys tems approach mus t accept 
a large pa rt of the b lame . They have failed in many cases not only to 
explicitly s ta te the limita tions of their models but to properly docu­
ment their work (Mar 1974) . 
When I b egan my work toward an ecology degre� I ,  too , had my doub ts 
abou t  the validity of the sys tems approach and this lack of communica­
tion was a major reason for this . This study has co nvinced me of the 
usefulness of this too l .  The interactions among seven consumers com­
peting for 24 foods could not be s tudied by any other method . Regard­
less of the final goal of any work in the area of natural resource 
• 
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management , the preliminary steps should include a model . The model may 
be nothing more than a box and arrow diagram , but regardless , it is of 
tmmense help in delineating potential problem areas early in the research • 
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SEASONAL DIET OF WILD TURKEY 
Food species SEP OCT NOV· DEC JAN FEB MAR 
Mas t  53 53 53 31 31 31 28 
Grasses and Sedges 11 11 11 6 6 6 31 
Wild Grapes 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Dogwood 15 15 15 
Blackberries 
Rumex acetos ella 
Huckleberry 
Animal 6 6 6 5 5 5 2 
Source : Korshgen (1967) . 
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SEASONAL DIET OF RACCOON 
Food species SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY 
Mas t  19 21 18 27 48 44 21 21 18 
Persinunon 37 36 20 6 4 4 
Roots 4 1 4 1 3 
Juneberry 
Wild Grape 11 13 6 
Animal 16 16 14 14 29 18 67 69  64 



















5 1  
00 
f-1 
TABLE A- 3 
SEASONAL DIET OF WHITE-TAILED DEER 
.l.2.2§. species SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR 
Grasses 14 20 20 14 8 8 6 
Yel low Poplar Browse 4 
Honeysuckle 5 5 5 7 9 9 7 
Yellow Poplar Fruits 1 
Oak Browse 
Mas t 44 44 44 25 15 15 9 
Wild Grape 1 1 1 
Fungi 8 8 8 7 6 6 4 
Red Maple Brows e 
Rhododendron 6 6 6 17 24 24 13 
Mountain Laurel 1 1 1 2 3 3 2 
Wintergreen 2 2 2 2 1 1 
Galax 2 2 2 4 6 6 3 
Apple 3 3 3 1 
Source :  Harlow and Hooper (1971) . 
APR MAY JUN 
6 6 6 
9 9 

























SEASONAL DIET OF CANONICAL SCIURID 
Food species SEP ocr NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR 
Mas t  64 64 64 80 80 80 43 
Fungi 27 27 27 13 13 13 3 
Red Maple Seed 4 
Apple 
Mayapp le 
















SEASONAL DIET OF BLACK BEAR 
Food species SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG 
B lueberry 3 1 11 11 
B lackberry 15 7 12 12 
Squawroot Frui ts 3 1 20 20 
Squawroot Forage 5 10 10 10 20 20 
Huckleberry 3 2 1 14 14 
Juneberry 2 2 2 1 1 
B lack Cherry 18 12 6 
Mas t  21 39 55 
W i ld Grape 3 3 4 
Grasses 3 1 12 24 24 24 4 4 
Garbage 7 5 4 2 4 4 4 9 9 
Animal 8 7 7 5 5 
Source : Beeman (197 1) . 
� 
Food species SEP OCT NOV 
Grasses 11 11 11 
Mas t  57 57 57 
Apple 
Roots 27 ' 27 27 
Huckleberry 
Blueberry B rowse 
Blueberry 
Garbage 4 4 4 
Source : Scott (1973) . 
TABLE A-6 
SEASONAL DIET OF WILD HOG 
DEC JAN FEB MAR APR 
7 7 7 61 61 
25 25 25 19 19 
61 61 61 
MAY JUN 























SEASONAL DIET OF CANONICAL RODENT 
Food species SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN F.EB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL 
Fungi 25 25 25 10 10 10 5 5 5 16 16 
Mast 50 50 50 25 25 25 
B lackberry 7 7 






























OF PLANT FOODS USED IN MODEL 
Scientific Name 
Lonicera iaponica 
Agaricaceae , Boletaceae 
Gramineae 




Vaccinium spp . 
Rumex acetosella 
Quercus spp . , Carya spp . , Aesculus 
octandra 




Vitis spp . 
Diospyros virginiana 
Rubus spp . 
Gaylus sacia spp . 
Conopholis americana 
Amelanchier spp .  
Podophyllum peltatum 
Malus spp . 
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APPENDIX C 
SOURCE LISTI N;  OF SIMCOMP PROGRAM 
. c  
· C  • • • • •  � PR = L I M I N A R Y  MOD E L  O F  D I E T AR Y  C O " P E T I T I ON I N  T H E  G� E AT 
C • • • • •  S M ()( Y  MOIJ�IT A I N S "' A T I ON A L  P A RI( . 
C • • • • •  � � E  MA I N  P A R T  OF T H E  P R OG R A �  F O L L OW S .  
C • • • • •  F I R S T ,  A S S I GN N EC C E S S AR Y  S T OR A G E  S P ACE . 
c 
. 
* S l C qAGE 
f O �MON / P RQ O / P C A T A 1 5 0 1  
CO�M1N I C P C I O / W T P C I O I 5 0 I , C R P C I D I 50 1 , DRP C I D 1 5 0 ) , B R PC I D I 5 0 1 , 
SC PC I O I 50 I , R CPC I O I 5 0 I , W HPC I D I 5 0 1  
CO�MON / C O E N / WT N , C RN , B R N , S C N I 2 1 o RCN , WHN , DRN · 
C O HHON / E D I B / E D WT I 50 I , E DR C I 5 0 1 , E ODR I 5 0 1 , E DCR I 5 0 J , F 08 R I 5 0 I , E D SC I 5 0 1 , . E DWH I 5 0 1  
. 
CCM��N /C ON S / W T F C , OR FC , C R F C , BR F C , RC F C4 WH F C i S C F C I 2 1 , B R F I 1 3 1  
COMM ON / T O T L / W T T O T , OR T OT , C R T OT , BRTOT , SC T OT , R C T O T , WHTOT 
COMM ON I CO N M / W T F C M , O R F C H , C R F CH , BRF C " , SC F CM I 2 1 0 R C F CH , W HFCM , 
S C F M , 
C OMM�N/E X T R / A V A J L , P C I D I 5 0 1 , T H R E S I 5� J , ZX I 5 0 1 , P R , R P , O OT , NN , F ,  
S AV M I 50 1 , N 0 1 5 0 , 8 1 , D N EG I 5 0 , 8 1 , lV A I 5 0 1 , F F F I 50 1 , 
O P O S I 5 0 , 8 I , W A S T E , T , T F , J Z , T K , JK , I X , HP D I 5 0 , 8 1 ,  
M A X I 7 5 ) , M l N I 7 5 1 , S I 7 5 1 , AH I 7 5 1 , RN I 7 5 1 , SW A S T E I 2 1  
COMM JN / F L U / F l l 5 0 I , F 2 1 5 0 1 , F 3 1 50 I , F 4 1 5 0 1 , F 5 1 5 0 I , F 6 1 5 0 1 , F 7 1 50 1  
C C MMON/ PCW T / W T � T i l 2 1 r W T GR I 1 2 1 , Wr GP I 1 2 1 , WT DW I 1 2 I o WT A N I 1 2 1 r  
WT8 Y i l 2 1 , WT R X I 1 2 1 , WT HK I 1 2 1  
CQMMON / H PW T / H P W TMT I 1 2 1 0 HPWT GR I 1 2 1 , H PW T G P I 1 2 1 , H P W T OW I 1 2 1 r  
H PW T AN 1 1 2 1  , H PW T  BY I 1 2 ) ,  H P WT RX 1 1 2 1 ,  H P iiT HK 1 1 2 1  
COHMON / P C O R / O R P B I 1 2 1 r DR HS I 1 2 1 , DR P F 1 1 2 I , OROB l 1 2 I , OR M T I 1 2 1 , 
D R G P 1 1 2 1 , DR F G C 1 2 I , OR M8 1 1 2 I , ORRH I 1 2 1 , 0R M L C 1 2 1 , 0 RW G C 1 2 I o  
D R G X I 1 2 1 o D R A P C 1 2 1 , DR GR l 1 2 1  
CCMMON / H P O R/ H P O R P 8 1 12 I , HP DR HS l 1 2 1 , HPDR P F & l 2 1 t H P D R O B l 1 2 1 o  
H P O RMT C 1 2 1 0 H P D R GP C 1 2 1 , H PDRF G I 12 J , H P D R M 8 ( 1 2 1 ,  
H P O R R H  ( 1 2 1 , H P OR ML 1 1 2 1  , H P OR WG 1 1 2 I ,  H P D R G X  1 1 2 1 , 
H P OR A P l 1 2 1 , H P O R GR l 1 2 )  
C O M�ON /PC B R/ B R e L l l 2 1 o B R B Y I 1 2 1 , B R S 8 1 1 2 1 , RR H� l 1 2 J , B R A N l 1 2 ) , 
BRJ B I 1 2 1 , B R G G l l 2 1 o B R C H l l 2 1 , B RMT C 1 2 1 r B R G P 1 1 2 1 o B R G R C l 2 1 , 
B R S F C 1 2 )  
COM"�N / H P B R / H P BRBL I 1 2 1 0 HP �R BY l l 2 1 r H P BR S B C 1 2 J , H P B R HK i l 2 1 ,  .
H P B R A � I 12 1 , HP B R GG I 1 2 ) , HPBRC H I 1 2 1 , H P BR M T C 1 2 1 t 
H P B R G P C 1 2 1 , H P BR GR C 1 2 1 , H P B R S F C 1 2 1 , H P BRJ B I 1 2 J  
COMHON / P C C R / C R F G C 1 2 J , C RH T C 1 2 1 , C R BY I 1 2 1  
C C M�ON/HPC R / H P C R F G C 1 2 1 , HP C R MT C 1 2 1 , H PCR B Y C 1 2 1  
COHMON / P C W H / W H GR C 1 2 J , WHMT I 1 2 1 , WHAP 1 1 2 l , W HRT l 1 2 1 t W HHK C 1 2 l t  
WH P 8 l l Z i o W HR L l l 2 l , W HGG C 1 2 1 
COMMO .., / H P WH /H P WH GR C 1 2 ) , HPWHHT I 1 2 1 � H PWHA P I 1 2 I , H PWHRT I 1 2 1 t  
H P WHH K i t 2 J , H PWH BL l l 2 1 , H PWH B B C i 2 1 , H P W HGG l l 2 1 
COMMON / P C SC / S CH T I 1 2 1 , S C F G I 1 2 1 , S C M S I 1 2 1 , SCH A l l Z J , S C A � l 1 L i 
COMMON /HP S C / H P S CHT 1 1 2 J , HPS C FG I 1 2 1 , HPSC H S I 1 2 1 t H P S CH A I 1 2 1 o HP S C A P I 1 2 1  
CCH�ON/ P C R C / R C H T C 1 2 J , R C P H I 1 2 l , RC A N I 1 2 1 , RC R T I 1 2 l , RC J 8 1 1 2 1 o RC G P I 1 2 1  
C C MMON / H PR C I H P R C H T l l 2 ) , HP R C PM I 1 2 J , H P RC AN I 1 2 1 o H P RC R T I 1 2 J ,  
H P RC J B I 12 1 , H PRCG P l l 2 1  
R E AL N O , NP O , � A X , M I N  
• • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
*FLOW 
c 
C • • • • • O E S C R I PT I O N S  O F  T H E  S TAT E V A R I A B L E S  CONT A I N I N G T HE B I O M A S S  D A T A  OF THE 
C • • • • •  R E SP E C T I V E F O O D S  F O L L O W .  
c 
C • • • • •  X I 1 1  • HO� E Y S U C KL E - L ON I C E R A  J A PON I CA 
90 
c • • . • •  X I 2 1 • M I S C E l l A NEOU S GR A S S E S  - P O A C E AE ,.  D I G I T A R I A , AND SO ON 
c • • • • •  X I 3 1  • FU �G J  - E N �OGON E ,  E T C .  
C • • • • •  X I 4 1  • R HODOD E N C R ON S P .  
c ;  • • • •  X I S I  HOU�T A I N  l A U R E l  - K AL M I A  L A T I F O L I A  
C • • • • •  X I 6 1  � W I N TE R G R E E N - G AUL T H E R I A  P R Q CU� B E N S  
C • • • • •  X I 7 1 • GAL A X  - GALAX A PHYl l A  
c • • • • •  X C B I  • B LU E B E R P Y  a R O W S E  - V ACC I N N I UM S P .  
( • • • • •  X I 9 1 S HE E P  S O R R E L - RUM E X  AC E T O S E L L A  
( • • • • •  X I l 7 1 = M� S T - QU E R C U S , C A R Y A , E TC . 
C • • • • •  X I l B I  • A N I � A L  I V E � T E S R A T E  ANO I�V E R T E B Q A T E J  
C • • • • • X I l 9 1  GA R P A G E  
c • • • • •  X I 20 1 R aOT S 
C • • • • •  X I 2 1 1  = OT H E R  
( • • • • •  X C 2 2 1 " • CHE R R Y - PR U�US 
C • • • • •  X I 2 3 1  • oaGWOOD - C O RNUS F L O R I D A 
· c  • • • • •  X I 2 4 1  • YE L L O W PO O L A R  F R U I T S - L I R I ODE NDRO� T UL I P I F E R A  
c • • • • •  X I 2 5 1  • R E O  M A PL E  S E E O S - ACER " R U B R U� 
c • • • • •  X I 2 6 1  SQUAWROOT FOR AGE - CONOPHOL I S  AM E R I C AN A  
• (  • • • • •  X I 2 7 1  • A P P L E - � A L U S  
c • • • • •  X I 2 R I  = JU III E B E R R Y  - A H E L A IIIC H I E R  S P .  
c • • • • •  X I 2 9 1  • MAYA P P L E  - PO O O PHYL LU� P E L TA TUM 
C • • • • •  X 1 3 0 1  • Y E LLOW P O P L A R  R ROW S E - -l i R I OOE NORO� T UL I P I F E R A 
C • • • • •  X I 3 1 1 · · R E O  M A PL E  D R O W S E - AC E R  RU BUR� 
C • • • • •  X 1 3 2 1  nAK R R O WSE - Q U ERCUS S P �  
( • • • • •  X I 3 3 1  = GR A P E  - V I l i S S P .  
c • • • • •  X I 3 4 1  •· P E R S I M M ON - O I OS PYROS V I R G I N I A NA 
C • • • • •  X I 3 5 1 s �L A C K R E R RY - R U B U S  SP . 
c • • • • •  X I 3 6 l  • BLUE B E R R Y  F R U I T S  - V A C C I N I U H  
c • • • • •  X I 3 7 1  • SQUAWROOT F R U I T S  - CONO PHOL I S  A M E R I C A N A  
C • • • • •  X I 3 8 l  ·
·
HUCKL E B ERRY - G AYL U S S AC J A  S P .  
c • 
( • • • • •  F O L L OW I N G  AR E DE SCR I PT I ON S  OF T H E  C O N S UM P T I ON R A T E  S T A T E V A R I A B L E� � 
c 
c • • • • •  X I 4 0 1  
C • • • • •  X C ie l J : 
C • • • • •  X I 42 1 
C • • • • •  X I 4 3 1  
C • • • • • X I 44 1 
.c • • • • •  x c 6o J  
C • • • • •  X I 6 l l  
c • • • • •  X I 6 2 1 
c • • • • •  X I 6 3 1  
C • • • • •  X I � 4 1  
c • • • • •  X I l: S I 
. c • • • • •  X I 6 7 1  
. c • • • • •  X I 8 0 1  
C • • • • •  X I 8 l l  
. C • • • • •  X I 8 2 1  
c • • • • •  X I 8 3 1  
c • • • • •  x u4·1 
WI LD HCG - ALUE � E R R Y F R U I T S  
BEAR · - 8 L U E R E R M Y  FR U I T S  
T U R K E Y  - HU C K L E B E R R Y  
W I LD H O G  - HU C K L E � E R RY 
BEAR - HUCKL E B E R R Y  
W I L D  T U R K EY - GRA S S I H I S C I  
W I L D HOG - GRA S S I H I S C I  
B E A R - G R A S S I M J S C I  
SC I U R I D S - F U N G I  
D E E R  - FUNG I 
RODE III T S  - F U NG I 
D E E R  - G R A S S  
TIJRKEY - H A S T  
W I LD H C G  - I" A S T  
B E AR - H A S T  
S C  I U 't I OS  - HAST 
D E E R  - H A S T  
ROD E N T S  - H A S T  
RACCOON -
.
H A S T 
W I LD HCG - G A R B AGE 
• (  • • • • •  X C 85 1 
C • • • • •  X I 86 1  
C • • • • •  X I 8 7 1  
C • • • • •  X C 8 8 1  
c • • • • •  X I 89 1  
C • • • • •  X I 90 1  
C • • • • •  X I 9 l l 
c • • • • •  x c 9 2 J 
: B E A R  - GA R B A G E  
C • • • • •  X I 9 3 1  
c • • • • •  x c <; 4 J  
C • • • • •  X I 9 5 1  
\ U  LD HOG - A P P L E  
SC J UR J D S - A P P L E  
D E E II  - A P P L E  
TURK E Y  - G R A P E  
B EAR - G R A P E  
RACCCON - G R A P E  
TURK E Y  - 8 L ACK.B E R R Y  
91 
C • • • • •  X I 96 ) : B E l �  - B L A C K B E R R Y  
C • • • • •  J I � 7 )  : POO E N T S  - S L 1CK B E q R y  
c 
C • - · • • CO H P U T E  F L OW OF B J O M �S S .  
c 
C • • • • •  T H � S f  F I R S T  F L O W  D E SC R I PT I O�S W I L L A L L OW F O R  P L O T T I NG OF S P E C I E S - S P E C I F I C 
C • • • • •  C Q N SU M P T i n N R AT E S  I N  KG/HA/HO. F O R  E X A�P L E , .  T HE F L OW D E SC R I P T I ON 
( • • • • •  1 � 0 , 99 1 .  W i l l  F l O W  THE AH�UNT OF B I O� A S S  I N  S T AT E  v • R I A B L �  60 I NT O  
C • • • • •  S T A T E  V A R I A ! L E  9 9 ,  W H I C H I S  A S I NK .  S T AT E  V AR I A BL E 6 0  I S  T H E  T U R K E Y  
C • • • • •  GA I S S  C O� S UM PT I ON S T A T E  V A R I AB L E .  l AT E R  I �  T H E  P R O G q A H  GR ASS I S  F L OW E D  
( • • • • •  t � T� S T A T E  V A R I ABl E 60 . � y  � � P l Y I N G  I T  B E FO R E  E AC H  S I MU LA T I ON T I H E S T E P  
C • • • • •  l � A �  PL OT T H E  A M CUNT C F  G R AS S  T HA T  F L OW S  T H RO U G H  T H E  W l l O T U R K E Y .  
c 
. 
l t: C , 'i9 1 .  
F "' F 1 1 2 1  
l t: l , 99 1 . 
F ... F 2 1 2 1  
l t: 2 . 9'i l . 
f .. F 3 1 2 1  
1 6 7 , 99 1 .  
F ., f 5 1 2 ) 
1 6 3 , 'i'i l .  
F • Flo( 3 )  
l t: lo , 9 9 1 . 
F ... F 5 f 3 1  
rt: s . � c; l . 
F "' F b l 3 1  
1 8 C , 9 9 1 . 
F . F l l l 7 1  
1 8 1 , 9 9 ) . 
F a F2 1 l  7 1  
1 8 2 . 99 ) .  
F ,. F 3 l l 7 1  
l l! 3 . 9 c; l  
F .. F 't 1 1 7 1  
l f 't , 9 c; l . 
F .. F 5 1 1 7 1  
I E 5 , c;9 1 .  
F :a F6 1 1 7 1  
I E 6 , 99 1 .  
F "' F 7 1 1 7 1  
( E 7 o 99 1 .  
F . F 2 1 1 9 J  
l_e a , 99 1 . 
F • . F 3 1 l 91 
. .. ... - - ·  . u  ... . , ,  • .  
_ _s, 
1 9 C , <;c; l . 
F 
I c; l .  9.9 1  • 
F 
1 9 2 . 9 9 1 . 
F 
1 9 l , 99 f . 
F 







l 'i 5 , 'i 9 1 . 
F • 
1 <0 6 , 99 1 • 
. -F . 
F 2  1 27. 1 
Fio 1 2 7 1  
F 5 1 2 7 1  
F l l 3 3 1  
F 3 1 3 3 J  
F 7 1 3 3 1  
F l 1 3 5 1 
F 3 1 3 5 1  
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1 <; 7  , 99 1 .  
'F . F 6 1 3 5 1  
I � C , 9 <; J . 
F 2 1 3 6 l  F .. 
1 4 1 , 9 9 1 . 
F .. F 3 1 3 6 l  
1 4 2 , � <; ) .  
F .. F l C  3 8 1  
l 4 :> , c; � ) . 
F = F 2 1 3 8 1  
l 4 ft , <; Cj ) . 
F = F J C 3 8 1  
c 
c • • • • •  I K T  I S  I � O E X  O E S I G� A T I NG C U R R E N T  C ONSUME R .  
[ • • • • •  I K T  = 1 W I L D  T U R K EY - H E L E A G R I S  G l L L A P A VU 
[ • • • • •  I K T 2 W I L D HOG - - S US S C RQF A 
C • • • • •  I K T • 3 S L A C K  B E A R  - UR S U S  AM E� I C ANUS . 
C • • • • •  I K T  "' 4  S C I U P I O S  � S C I � R I S  C A R OL I N E N S I S , T AM I A S C I U R I S  HUO S O N I C U S ,  
C . . . . .  A ND l A M I A S  S T R I A T US 
C • • • • •  I K T  5 WH I T E - T A I L E D  O � � R - O O OC O I L E US V I R G I N I AN U S  
C • • • • •  1 K T  • 6 R IJO E � T S  - ' P E R O �Y S CIJ S  A N D  �IAP A E O Z A PUS 
C • • • • •  I K T 7 R A CCOON - PROCYON L O T O R  
c 
( • • • • •  T U R K E Y  
c 
12 . 6 0 1 . 
I K T  
c 
[ • • • • •  I N DE X D I E T  A R RAY TO 0 . 0 
c 
DC 1 000 1'" 1 ,  N N  
P C  1 0  I I I • 0 . 0  
1 000 C O N T I "'U E  
c 
C • • • • •  C R E A T E  D I E T  A R R AY FOR CUR R E NT C ON S U� E R .  
( 
c 
PC I O I 2 1  = T A B2 1 W T G R , OOT , 1 . , 1 2 . , 1 . J  
PC 1 0 ( 9 )  = T A B2 1 h T R X , OOT , 1 . , 1 2 . , 1 . 1  
P C I C I 1 7 1  • T A B 2 1 W T II4 T , OO T . l . , 1 2 . , 1 . 1  
PC I O I 1 8 1  T A B2 1 W T AN , O OT , 1 . , 1 2 . , 1 � 1  
P C I O I 23 1  a T A B Z I WTOW , OOT , 1 . , 1 Z . , l . J  
. PC I O C 3 3 1  a T A B 2 1 W TGP , O OT , l . , l 2 . , l . J  
PC I O I 3 5 1  T A B 2 1 W T S Y , O OT , 1 . , 1 2 . , 1 . 1  
P C I O I 3 8 1  T A B 2 1 WTHK , OO T 1 1 . , 1 2 . , 1 . 1  
· oo 1 0  ! • ! . N t-; 
· 
. P C I O I I J  ,. PC I D I I I / 1 0 0 . 0  
1 0  C O N T I �UE 
. 
C • • • • •  � l NO A MO UN T O F  FOOD E A T E"' B Y  C U R R E N T  C O N S UM E R . 
c 
c 
WA S T E  = 0 . 5  * C WT F C * W T N I 
W T F C M  ,. l W T F C • WTN + W A S T E )  
C • • • • •  F 1 N O  MA X I MUM P E RC E "'T PO S S I BL E  I N  D I E T AT CU R R E N T O T . 
c 
DC 1 0 1 0  1 • 1 , N t. 
T HR E S I I J • 0 . 0  
. 1 0 1 0  C C N T I NUE 
T H R E S I 2 )  • T A 8 2 1 H PWT G R , O O T , l . , 1 2 . , 1 . 1  
T H R E S I 9 1  • T A 8 2 ( H P W TR X , � OT , 1 . , 1 2 . , 1 . )  
-T HR E S I 1 7 J  ,. T A B 2 1 H P WTHT , OOT , 1 . , 1 2 . , 1 . 1  
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( 
TH� E S I 1 8 1  • T A 8 2 1 H0WT AN ,DOT , 1 . , 1 2 . , 1 . 1  
T H R E S I 2 3 1  • T A � 2 1 �PW TC W , O OT , 1 . , 1 2 . , 1 . 1  
T��F S I 3 3 1  • T A 8 2 I H P WT C P , D OT , 1 . , 1 2 . , 1 . 1  
T� R E S I 3 5 1  • T A 8 2 1 H D WT8 Y , 90T , 1 . , 1 2 . ; 1 . 1  
T � � E S 1 3 8 1  • T A 8 2 1 H?WT � K ,OOT , 1 . , 1 2 . , 1 . 1  
00 1 5  1• 1 , N t\ 
T H � E S I I I  T H R E S I I ) / 1 00 . 0  
1 5  C f N T l 'iU� 
C • • • • •  C A LL SUA R nUT I N � T F L O  TO COH PIJ TE T E M PO� A R Y  F L O W S .  T H I S  W I L L  
( • • • • • EN SURE T H t. T  O I E T  I S  F I L L E r- A S  ,_.U C H  A S  POS S I B L E .  
c 
C A L L  T F L O I EDWT , � T F C � , I K T I  
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F ., f lo i 2 9 J  . 
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PC I D C l J  2 T AB 2 C DR � S , ODT o l • t l 2 . , 1 . )  
PC I 0 1 2 )  • T AB 2 1 DRGR , OOT o l . , l 2 . , 1 . ) 
P C I O ( l )  • T AB 2 t DR F C o D DT o l • t l 2 . , l . l  
P C I D I It J T AB 2 C DRR H , O OT , l . , l 2 . , l . J  
P C I O t 5 J  • T AB 2 C DRML o D O T , l . , l 2 . , l . J  
PC I D C 6 )  • T AB 2 C ORW C , OO T 0 1 . , 1 2 . , 1 . )  
P C I O I 7 J  • T A B 2 ( 0 RGX , O OT , l . , l 2 . , 1 . )  
P C I D C 1 7 1  • TA B 2 C DR M T , OOT , l . , l 2 . , l . J . 
PC I D t 2 o\) ., T A B 2 C DRP F , ODT , l . , l 2 . , 1 . 1  
PC t D C 2 7 )  • T A B 2 C r.R A P , O OT , l . , l 2 . , 1 . 1  
P C J n f 3 0 t  c T A S 2 ( 0R P � . OOT , t . , J ?  • •  t . J 
PC I D C 3 1 )  ,. T A B2 t C R M 8 , 00T o l • o l2 . , 1 . )  
PC I D C 3 2 )  • T A8 2 C DRO B , OO T r l • o l 2 . , 1 . 1  
DO 50 l • l , N N 
P C I D C I I  • PC l D I I J / 1 00 . 0  
5 0  C£1NT I NUE 
� A S T E  • 0 . 5  • l O RN • ORFC I 
� R F C M  • t DR F C  * ORN + WAST E J  
DO 5 0 1 0  I • l 0 N N 
THRE S C I J  • 0 . 0  
T A B 2 C � P O R � S , OOT , l . , l 2 . , 1 . 1  
T A 8 2 C H P O RGR , �OT o l • t l 2 . , l . J  
T A B 2 t HPO R FG , DO T o l • r l 2 . , 1 . )  
5010 CONT I N UE 
T H RE S ( l )  • 
T H P E S I 2 J .. 
T H R E S t l J 
T H RE S C it ) 
T H RE S C 5 1  
T H R E S t 6 )  ... 
• T A B 2 C H P O R R H 0 00T , l . , l 2 . , 1 . )  
T A B 2 t HPORHL , 00 T o l • o l 2 . , \ . )  
T A B 2 C HPOR WG , OO T , l . , l 2 . , 1 . )  
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T H P E S C 7 1 a T A 8 2 1 �00RGX , OOT , l . , l 2 . , 1 . 1  
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T � R E S C 2 � )  • T A 8 2 C H PORPF , DnT , l . , l 2 . , 1 . 1  
T � P E S C 2 7 1  • T A 8 2 C H P O R AP , OOT , l . , l 2 . , 1 . 1  
T H R E S I 3 0 )  � T A 8 2 C �POR P 8 , 0DT , t . , l 2 . , t . l  
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PC I C C 2 8 1  • T A B 2 C R C J 8 , DOT , l . , l 2 . , 1 . 1  
PC J O C 3 3 1  a T A e 2 C RC G P , OOT 1 1 . , 1 2 . , 1 . 1 
PC J O C 3 � 1  • T A 8 2 1 RC P � , DO T o 1 · • 1 2 . , 1 . 1  
CO 7 0  l • l , N N 
. 
P C J O I I I  • P C I O C I I / 100 . 0  
7 0  C C NT I N UE 
W A ST E  • 0 . 5  • C R C F C  • RCN I 
R C F C �  • C R C F C  • A C N  + W AS T E !  
00 7 0 1 0  I • J , N N  
T H R E S  C I  I • 0 . 0  
70 1 0  C NH I NUE 
T HR E S I 1 7 )  a T A 8 2 1 H P RCMT , O OT , l . , 1 2 . , 1 . 1  
100 . 
T�R� S i l 8 J  • T A e2 1 H PRC A � , DOT , l . � l 2 . , l . l  
T��E S I 20 J  • T A B2 1 H P � CR T , DDT , l . , l 2 . , 1 . 1  
T"P � S I 28 1  a T A � 2 1 HPRCJB , DOT , l . , l 2 . , 1 . 1  
THR� S l Jl l  • T A B2 1 H PRCG P , ODT , l . , l 2 . , 1 � 1 
ThR � S I J� I  • T A B2 1 H P � C P � , DOT i l . , l 2 . , l . l  
· DC 7 5  1 • 1 , 111� 
. 
T H � E S I I I • T H R E S I I I / 1 00 . 0  
7 5  COt.:T I ��UE 
C A L L  T FL P. l E OR C , A C F C � , I KT I  
RC:Tfl T "' 0 . 0 
Cf' 7 0 2 0  l = l , NN · 
R C PC I D l i J  • PC I O l l l  
R C T OT • R C P C l D I I I  + RCTOT 
' 7 0 2 0  ((t,;T J  N'JE 
F 7 1 1 7 1  • R C F C �  * R C PC I D I 1 7 1  
F •· F 7 1 1 7 J  
1 1 8 , 57 1 .  
F 7 1 1 8 1  • Q C F C M  * R C PC 1 0 1 1 8 1  
F = F 7 1 1 8 1  
. 1 2 C , 5 71 .  
F 7 1 2 0 1  = P. C F C M  • R C PC I D 1 20 1  
F -=  F 7 1 2 0 1  
1 2 E , 5 7 J .  
F7 1 2 8 J  • R C FC M  * R C PC I D I 2 8 1  
F = F 7 1 2 8 J  
1 3 J , <ilo ) .  
F7 1 J J J  • R C F C� * R ( P ( 1 0 1 3 3 1  
F "' F 7 1 H I  
l llo , 57J -
Fl l 3 1o l • R C F C M  • R C PC I D I 3� 1  
F "'  F 7 1J� J 
1 2 1 . 5 11 -
F7 1 2 1 1  • R C F C M  * - 1 1 . - RCT O T I 
F • F7 1 2 1 1 
CALL CYCL 2 
101 
· · · · · ····· · · ···� · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ···· · · · · ··· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · ·· · · · · ·  
• a OUT I IIE S  
SCRROUT I NE C Y C L E  
c 
( • • • • •  CYCL E W I LL A S S I GN AND UPDA T E  P R O DUC T I ON DAT A .  
c 
c 
T • T I "E 
99 J� ( T  .GE. 1 3 . 0 1  GO tn t OO 
c;e T O 200 
100 T • T - 1 2 . 0  
GC T O  99 
200 CliNT I NUE 
.Jit • .JI( +. 1 
C • • • • •  THE F J RST - 1 3  FOOD I T E M S  A R E  P R E S E N T  1 2  MONT HS OF T H E  Y E A R .  T H E . 
C • • • • •  F J RST MONTH O F  T H E  S I MU L A T E D  Y E A R  I S  S E P T E M B E � .  
C • • • • •  NCT� THAT S T A T E  VAR I AB L E S  2 I GR AS S E S I  AND 3 ( FUN G I ) AR E PRE SE N T  1 2  MO N T H S  
C • • • • •  OF T H E  Y E AR , B U T  T-HAT I A M  NOT F EE D I NG T H E M  I N  UNT I L  A P R I L  • . ( l 
IF I T  . N E . 1 . 0 1  GO TO 1 1 1 0 
CAll R ANOOM I 1 J  
XI I I  • PDA TA i l J  * R N I 1 )  
GO TO 1 1 20 
1 1 1 0 X I I I • X l l l  
.· 
.•. 
1 1 2 0  
9 0  
9 3  
1 1 3 0  
1 1 1  
1 1 2  
1 00 0  
1 1 7  
1 1 8  
1 1 3  
1 1 4 
1 00 1  
C O �T l "l UE 
DC 1 1 3 0  1 • 2 , 3  
· I F  I J K . L T .  1 3 ) GO T O  9 3  
I F  I T  . N E . 7 . C J  G O  T O  9 0  
· · C A l l  R A N CC P4  I I J 
X I I )  � P O A T A I I J  * R N I I J  
Ga TO 9 3  
X I I ) ., X I I )  
C O� T I "l U E  
C C �T I NU E  
0 0  1 0 00 1 • 4 , 9  
I F I T  • N E .  1 • 0 J GO T O  . 1 1 1  
C A L L  R A NCO "' I I )  
X I I )  • P O AT A I I )  • RN I I J  
GO T O  1 1 2 
. X I U  • X I I )  
C ON T I N U E  
CONT I NU E  
I F  I T  . NE .  1 . 0 )  GO T O  1 1 7 
C AL L  R A N [l0 Jot l l 7 )  
X 1 1  7 ) ,. AN I 1 7  ) 
GC TO 1 1 8  
X l 1 7 )  ,. X l l 7 )  
C C t\T I NU E  
D O  1 00 1  J w 1 8 , 2 0  
1 F I T • N E .  1 .  0 J GO T 0 1 1 3  
C A L L  R A t\0( 1" 1 1 ) 
X I I )  oc POU A I I )  • R N I I )  
GO TO 1 1 4 
X I I )  • X I I )  
t ON T I NU E  
C C N T I N U E  
X l 2 1 ) : P O A T A I 2 1 1  
.,,. 
c . 
c • • • • •  T � E  � E X T  T W O  F OOD I T E M S  A R E  PR E S ENT F R O �  S E P T E M B f R  TO F E B RUAR Y .  
c 
oc: 2 0 0 0  1 = 2 2 . 2 3  
I F  I T  • E O .  1 . 0 1  G O  T O  1 0  
I F  I T  . t T . 7 . 0 )  G O  T O  1 1 . 
X I I )  = 0 . 0 · 
GC TO 1 2  
1 0  C A L L  R A NOOM I I J  
X I I I ·· P O A T A I I ) • R N ( J )  
G O  TO 1 2  
. . 
! !  � ! ! !  - � � ! !  
1 2  C ONT I NU E  •• 
2 C O O  CONT I N UE 
c 
C • • • • •  T H E  N E XT T HRE E F COO I T EMS A R E  P R E S ENT MA RCH - JUN E .  
c 
20 
2 1  
2 2  
3 C O O  
0 0  3 0 0 0  1 • 24 , 26 
I F  I T  . EQ .  7 . 0 1  GO TO 20 
I F  l i T  _.GT . 7 . 0 )  .AND. I T  
X I I I  • o . o  
G O  T O  2 2  
C A l l  R A N DOM I I )  
X I I )  m P O A T A I I )  • R N I I I  
GO TO 2 2  
X I I I "' X I I J  
C ONT I NU E  
CONT INUE 
. L T .  1 1 . 0 J J  GO T O  2 1  
102 . 
l .  
c 
c • • • • •  T H E  NE XT T Wn A R E  P � E S E NT M A R C H  - A UGUS T .  
c 
3 0  
3 1  
3 2  
lo O OO 
·. c 
OC lt OO O  J z 2 7 , 2 e 
I f  I T  . E Q .  7 . C J  GO TO 30 
I F  l i T  . GT .  7 . 0 1 . A N D . I T  
X I I I  • 0 . 0  
co .Tn 3 2  
C A l l  R A NOCH I I I  
X I I I  • P O A T A I I J • R N I I I  
G r.  T O  3 2  
X I I I  • X I I I  
C O NT I NU E  
CC:NT I NUE 
. L  E .  1 2 . 5 1 1  GO T O  3 1  
• C • • • • •  T � f  N E X T  F OOD 
c 
I S  P R E S EN T  JUNE -A UG U S T .  
I F  I T  . E O .  1 0 . 0 1  G O  TO It O  
I F  l i T . GT .  1 0 . 0 1  . A N D .  I T  .L E .  1 2 . 5 1 1 G O  TO �1 
X 1 2 9 )  ., 0 . 0 
c 
GQ TO lt 2 . 
It O  C A L L  R A N OOM I 2 9 1  
X 1 29 )  • P Q A T A I 2 9 1  • RN I 2 9 )  
G C  T O  lt 2  
lt 1  X l 29 )  • X 1 29 )  
'lt-2 C C � T  I N UE 
C • • • • •  T H E  NEXT T H R E E  F CC O  I T E MS A R E  P R E S ENT A P R IL - S E PT E M B E R . 
c 
5 1  
5 2  
· . .  .5 3  
so c o  
c 
DC 5000 1 ,. 3 0 , 3 2 
I F  I JK . L T . · 1 5 1  Go TO 53 
I f  I T  . E O .• 8 . 0 )  GO TO 5 1  
I f  l i l T .�T .  8 . 0 1  . A ND . I T  . L E .  
. OR .  I T  . E O .  1 . 5 1 1 GO TO 52 
X I I J  • 0 . 0  
G C  TO 5 3  
CAll R A N OO M I I )  
X I I I  • P OA T A I I I  •- �N i l  I 
GO TO 5 3  
X I I I -. X I I I  
C ONT I NU E  
CON T I NUE 
1 2 . 5 1  I . OR . I T . E O .  1 . 0 1 
-� ••• • • T H E  NEXT F OOD J S  P R E S ENT J U NE 
c 
NOVEMBE R .  
�� F I JK . L T . 1 9 1  G O  TO 63 
-:-�'J3 F I T  . EQ .;  1 0 . 0 1  GO TO 6 1  
_,;;I F  l i l T  . GT .  1 0  .. 0 ·1 . A N O . I T · . L E .  1 2 . S J J .Oit. 
- �1 1 T  . G E . l . O I . A ND .  IT . L T . lt . O I I I  GO T O  62 
X l 3 3 1  • 0 . 0  
c 
GQ l() 6 3  
6 1  C A LL RANOQ H C 3 3 1  
' X 1 3 3 1 • PO A TA I 3 3 1  • R N 1 3ll 
GC: T O  6 3  
6 2  X l: H I  ,. · X I 3 3 1  
6 3  CCNT I NU E  
C • • • • •  T H E  N E XT F OOD I S  P R E S ENT J U N E  - F E BRUARY 
c 
-I F I JK :.. LT . 1 9 1  GO TO 73 
�I F I T  - E O .  1 0 . 0 1  GO TO 7 1  
103 
( 
I F  C C C T  . G T . 1 0 . 0 )  . A ND. C T  . L E .  1 2 . 5 ) ) . O R .  
� I C T  . G E .  1 . 0 1  . A � O . · C T . L T .  1 . 0 ) ) )  G �  T O  7 2  
X C 31t ) "' 0 . 0  
GC T O  13 
7 1  C ALL R A�OOM I 31e )  
X l lle ) "' PO AT A I 3.1t J • R N ( 31t J 
GO TO .73 
72 X C 31t )  .., X ( 3 1t )  
1:! CC N T  I N UE 
( • • • • •  T H E  N E XT F OUR FOOD I T f �S A R E  D P. E S E N T  J U L Y - O C T O B E R .  
( 
( 
DC 1 00D 1 '"' 3 5 , 3 8 
I F  C J IC . LT .  2 1 ) GO TO 8 3  
I F  C T  . E O .  l l . O J  GO TO 8 1  
I F  C C C T . GT .  1 1 . 0 )  . AN D .  C T  . L � . 1 2 . 5 J J . O R . 
C C T . GE .  1 . 0 )  . AN O .  C T  . L T . 3 . 0 ) ) )  CO T O  8 2  
X C J J a O . O  
GC T O  8 3  
8 1  t: A ll RAt.�rCM C I J 
X C I J  c P O A T A C I J  • � N C I J 
GC TO 8 3  
8 2  X C I )  • X ( J )  
e 3  C C III T I NU E  
1000 C CNT I NUE 
li ( '> 9 J  '" o. o 
x c 2 n  .. 1 . oe z o  
C • • • • • F I N O  � E � S I T Y O F  CON SU�E R S  A T  S T A R T  O F  E ACH S I M U L A T E D  Y E A R .  
c 
c 
I f  C T  .NF. 1 . 0 )  GO TO 3 3 3  
C A LL R ANDOM l it O  J 
" T N  '"' RN C it O J  
CALL R ANCOM C ie l J  
DRN "' DR ill • R N C 1t 1 )  
WR I T E  ( 6 , 1t lt lt 1 1 D Rill 
leltlt 1  FORMAT ( 1  • , • • • • • •  ORN '"' • , F 1 0 . 7 1 ' ••••• • ) 
C I LL R ANDO M C It  2 )  
WI-IN "' R N C io 2 ) 
CA LL RANOOM ( It 3 )  
. C R N  = RN I1t 3 1 
C A LL R A�00M I Ie 4 J 
SC N i l  J • RN l ie It J 
CJLL RAN0014 1 1t 5 J  
C A L L  R ANDC f'I C it6 J 
aCN "' RN 1 1t 6 )  
3 3 3  C C ttl  I NU E  
C • • • • •  F I N D  P L AC E  J N  Y E A RL Y  T A BL E W / R  T O  C URR E NT DT - T AB L E S  M ONTHLY B A S E D  1 2  
c 
9 8  
20 1 
3 0 1  
5 
TIC • TIC + 1 . 0  
I f  
GC 
I TIC . GT . 
TC 301 
21o . O ) G O  
TK "' TIC - 2 1e .  0 
GC TO 98 
CC NT I NUE 
I F  1 Jlt . eo . 1 J CO TO 
.JZ .. I JIC /2 J • 2 . 
I F  C .JIC-JZ t 5 , 6 , 5  
·DOT .. I T IC  + 1 . 0 1 1 2 . 0  




GO T C  7 
6 DDT • T K / 2 . 0  
1 C C NT I NUE 
C • • • • •  zx K E E P S  T R A C K  OF L E VE L  4 S  IT D EC R E A SE S OVE R T I M E .  
· c  
DC 2 1 • 1 .�!1\ · 
I F  · r x n  I . L E .  0 . 0 1  X I I  I .. 0 . 0  
Z X I I I  = X I I I  




· · ····· · · · · ·· ··· · ·· · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · ·· · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · ·�··· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  
S U8RCUT I N E C Y C L 2  
c 
C • • • • • P R I � T T I M I N G 
c 
c 
PR "' 0 . 0  
li P  ,. R P  + OT 
I F  ( R P  . NE .  O T P R J GO TO 2 
l li P  • 0 . 0 
PR � 1 . 0  
C • • • • •  C Y C L 2  P R I N T S  F R E OIJ E NCY T A BL E F R OM T R AD I · AT END OF S I M UL A T I ON 
c 
2 I F · I T I M E . L T .  T E N ::) )  GO ·TO 1 0 5  
DC! 1 09 J•1 , 7  
loo P I T f.  ( 6 , 1 0 2 1 
102 FO�MAT l 1 H l , l O X , ' ND ' o lOX , 1 0N E G 1 o l O X , ' N PD ' o 1 0 X , • O PO S ' I 
�R IJE ( 6 , 1 0 3 )  ( NO ( J , J J , ONE G l i , J J , N PO ( J , J J , O PO S l l o J i o l • l o 3 8 J  
103 FOR�AT ( � ( 4 X , F l 0 . 4 1 1 
. . . ..109 C C III T I NUE 
lOS R E TURN 
END . 
• • • • • ••• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • •• • • • •• • • • • • • • • •• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
c 
F UNC T I ON T A 8 2 ( A 0 8 0 C 0 D 0 E I  
D I ME N S I O N  A l l J  
( • • • • •  L I N E A R  I NT E R PO L A T I O N ROUT I N E 
c 
. 
c . . .. . . • ... •• • ..... •• ,. .... r • "'U L i;  ,.. ,.,.JL 
c . • • • •  B 
c • • • • •  c 
c • • • • •  o 
C URR ENT LOOK U P  V A L U E  - OF T E N T l HE 
M I N I MUM T l e L E ENTRY ( I N D E P E NDE NT V AR I A 8 L E I  
�A X I �U �  T A B L E  E N TRY I I N O E P E N D E N T  V A R I A 8L E J  
INTERVAl B E T W E EN T A B L E  VALU E S. c • • • •• e 
c 
F • E 
L l  • 0 
I f  1 8  .GT . C l  GO TO 2 
TA82 • A (  1 )  
R E TURN 
2 I F  1 8  . L T .  OJ GO TO 7 
L ,. r o-c l i E 
I f  C A C L + 1 1  . EO .  9 . 9 9 1  GO TO 7 
T A 82 • A ( L + 1 1 
R E TURN 
1 I< • C B-C J / E  
�. . 
. ( 
GO TC 7 
6 DOT '"' T K / 2 . 0  
7 C C NT I NUE 
• C • • • • •  ZX K E E PS T RA C K  O F  l E VE L  AS I T  DECR E AS E S  O V E R  T I ME • 
. ' c 
DC 2 1 • 1 , �!t. 
IF ( X ( .J )  • .  t E .  O . O J X I I J "' 0 . 0 
Z X I I J ., X I I ) . 
2 CONT INUE 
R E TUR"l 
E,.. D 
106 
· ······ · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · ·· · ·· · ·· · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · �· · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  
SUBRCUT I NE C Y C L 2  
c 
C • • • • •  PR I�T T I M I NG 
c 
PR "' o . o  
JI P  .. R P  + OT 
. I F  I R P . NE .  
1 li P  "' o . o  
P R  ... 1 . 0 
· . c 
OT P R J GO TO 2 
C • • • • •  CYCL2 P R I NT S  F R E QU E NCY TABL E F R OM T R AO I  AT E N D  OF S I MU L A T I ON 
. c 
2 I F· I T I H E . L T .  T E ND ) GO ·TO 1 0 5  
DO 1 09 Jz1 , 7  
" " I T E.  I 6 , 1 0 2 1 
102 FO�MAT C 1 H 1 , 1 0 X , ' ND ' , 10X , ' DN E G ' , 1 0 X , ' N PD ' , 1 0X , ' D POS ' J 
�R I TE ( 6 , 1 03 )  ( ND ( I , J J , DNE G I I e J J , NPO I I , J J , DPOS I I , J J , J • 1 , 3 B J  
103 FOR
.'1 A T  l lt l lt X , F J O . It ) J  
. 109 CC�T I NUE 
105 R E TURN 
END ' 
• • ••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • •• ••• ••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• •• • • • • •• • • • • •  
F UNC T I ON T AB2 1 A , B , C , O, E J  
D I ME N S I ON A l l )  
c . 
C • • • • •  L I NE A R  I NT E R PO LA T I ON ROUT I NE 
c 
. 
c • • • • • • '"" ­
c • • • • •  l-=-..-
H !!L E  NAME 
CURRE NT L OOK UP VALUE - OF T E N  T I ME 
M I N I MUM T A eL E ENTRY . I J ND E P E N O E N T  V AR I A BL E )  
�A X I HUH T A BL E E N T RY I I NO E P E NO E N T  V A R I ABL E J  
INT E R V A L  B ET WE E N  T A B L E  VAL U E S .  
' · ·--�­
c .... __ o_ -
c • • • • •  E 
c 
F • E 
l l  • 0 
I F  C B  . (; T .  C J  GO TO 2 
TAB2 • A l l )  
R ETURN 
2 IF IB . L T .  OJ GO T O  7 
L • I D-C J I E  
I F  I A I L+ l J  . E O .  9 . 99 )  GO T O  7 
T A B2 • A I L  + 1 ) 
- R ETURN 
7 IC '• I B-C J I E  
c 
I • K+ 1  
J • I +  1 
C • • • • •  9 . 99 I M PL I E S  NC D AT A FOR _ A T A B L E - MUST I N C R E AS E I N T E R P OLAT I ON I NT E RV AL 
� 
" 3 I F  I A I J J  . N E .  9 . 99 1 GO TO 5 
J • Jl- 1 
F c F + E  
G C  T t:"  3 
5 I F  I Al l J . N E .  (j . 99 1 GO TO 10 
1 .. 1 - 1  
l l  - l l + 1  
F = F + E  
GC T O  5 
10 T A S2 ,. I A I J J -A I I J J / F • C B+L J -C-K*E I + A C I J  
RE TURN 
107 
E I\ C  
• •••••• ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••• 
s u e R �U T J NF T F L C C E D B L , Nu � . I K T J 
c 
C • • • • •  T F LO COMPU T E S T E"! PORARY F LOWS AND E N SU R E S  D I E T  F I L L E D  A S  MUC H AS P O S S I RL E . ' . 
c 
c 
O I �ENS I O N  E C PL C 5 C J o TP I C C 50 J  
D A T A  P C T , PC T 1 o PC T 2 , PC T 3 / ' P C I D' o ' A VA ' • '  T F  ' • '  Z X  1 /  
fi E U  NUM 
I F  I PR . NE . 1 . 0 1  GO TO 19 
WP I T E ( 6 , 55 5 5 )  PC T , I PC ID I I J �I • 1 , NN I  
C • • • • •  �EST I NT ER POL A T E D  D I E T S  T O  I N S U R E THEY CONTA I N  NOT MORE THAN 1 00 PC T .  
c 
c 
19 T P C • 0. 0 
0( .8 1 • 1 o �'N 
T P C  • T PC + FC· I D I I J  
8 CCNT INU!; 
I F  I TPC . L E .  J .• O J  GO T O  9 
T S T  • J . D /T.PC 
DO 7 1 • 1 , N N  
PC I D C I J  • PC I D C i t • T S T  
7 C t'NT I NUE 
I F  C PR . N E� 1 . 0 1  GO TO 9 
WR I T E  . 1 6 , 5 55 5 )  PC T , C PC I D C I J ; I • 1 o NN I  
c; ro 1 1 1 1 • 1 , NN 
1 1  T P I C I I J  • PC I O I I J  




SAV� I I J  • PC I O I I J  
1 1 1  C CNT INUE 
FLG • 0. 0 
CC 5 K•1 0 1\1 N 
I F  I K  . N E . 2 1 1 CD TO 1 5  
1 �  A VA 1 2 1 J  • 0 . 0  
. GO T O  5 
C • • • • •  T F  - T EM PO R A R Y  FlOW COMPUT A T I ON .  
c 
15 TF • NUM *PC I D I K J •DT 
I F  I Z X I K J  . GE .  O . O J  GO TO 777 
I F  C J K . t T . 2 5 1  GO T O  13 
W � I TE 1 6 o l 2 J  K , Z X I K I  
1 2  FORM A T I I H 0 , 9 X , • Z X I ' o 1 Z o 1 1 ' o 5 X , E I O . � J  
1 3  Z X I K I  • 0 . 0  
c . 
C • • • • • • V . I L ABL E B I O �ASS CO�PUTA T I ON .  
c 
·· c 
1 1 1  A VA I L  • Z X I K I * E DBL I K J  
A V A I K J  • A V A IL 
108 
( • • • • •  T E ST TO S E E  I F  NCRMAL F L OW E XC E E DS A VA I L A BL E 
·c • • • • •  - � t  ADJUST D I E T  TO AVA I U R L E BY SPEC I E S  • . 
I f  SO C A L L � SUBROU T I N E  FLO 
c 
c 
I F  ( AVA I L  . �E .  T F I  GO TO 5 
C A L L  F L O I E C B L o Ko T P I C , NUM , I K T J 
F L G  • 1 . 0  · 
s c e rn 1 ttuE 
11 DO 10 l • l , N I'\ 
TF • PC I D I I J • NU�•DT 
Z X I I J • Z X I I  1-TF 
f ff i i i • T F 
1 0  C ON T I NUE 
I f  ( PR . "'E • . l . O J  GO TO J J  
WR I T E I 6 , 5 5 5 5 1 P C T l o i AV A ( [ J , I u l , N N J  
� R I T E I 6 , 5 5 5 5 J P C T 2 o 1 Ff f ( l l o l = l , NN J  
W Q I T E I 6 , 5 5 5 5 J  P C TJ , I ZX C I J , J • l , N N J  
( • • • • •  1 tO NOT WANT T O  RUN ANY O F  THE ST A T I S T I C AL T E S T  O R  SUM D I E T A RY 
C • • • • •  C H A N G E S  IJNT i l  T H E SEC.ON!> Y E A� 
c 
33 I f  ( J K . L T . Z S J  FlG • 0 . 0  
c 
C •• • • •  OL I E T T E S T S  A D J U ST E D  D I E T TO S E E  I f  S I GN I F I C A NT LY D I F F E R E �T F ROM NORMAl 
C • • • • •  �Oj: 'tAL U S I N G S P EAR'1 AN RANK CD R R E L A T I OIII CO E F F  IC l E N T .  
c 
. . . 
I F  I F LG . E O .  � . O J  CAll DL I E T C I K T J  
R E TUR"f 
5555 F O R � AT I I H 0 0 4 X , A 5 , 8 1 2 X o E l l . 4 J , 4 1 / l O X , 8 C Z X , E l l . � J ) J  
E � C  . 
. 
• •••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • •  
� 
S U ! ROUT I N E FlO C EDBl 9 K , T P IC , NUM , I KT I 
O I �ENS I O N  E C B ( I 5 0 J 0 T P I C I 5 0 J  
R E A l NU'1 
C ••• �.T H RE S - T HR E S HOl D - GRE AT E S T P E RC ENTAGE OF A S P E C I E S AT G I V E N  T I M E OF Y E A R  
C • • • • --;EDBl- PCT O F AV A il FORAGE T HAT I S  E D I B L E  BY A G I VE N  CONSUM E R . 
C • • • • •  A V A I L  - F OR - G E  A V I A L A B L E  
C • •• • •  T F  - T EM PO R A R Y  FL OW B E I NG VAL I DA T E D  O R  A L T E R E D  
C • • • • • K - N O .  O F  FlOW 
c 
C • • • • •  R E COHPUT E  D I E T P C T S  DUE TO SPEC I E S D E PL E T I ON 
c 
C • • • • •  PC T CF O R I G I N A l  FLOW S AT I S F I E D  BY D E PL ET E D  S P E C I E S K .  
c 
C • • • • •  TT AND T T T  AR E PCT NOT A C C OUN T E D  F O R .  
c 
TT • I I T F-AVA I L J / T F J • PC I D I K J  
PC I D I K J  • PC I D I K J -TT 
T P I C ( l( J  • 0 . 0 
AT • 0 .0 
·C 
C • • • • •  F I N D P C T  OF D I E T O F  All S P E C I E S  EXC E P T  DEPL E T E D  O N E .  
c 
c 
DO 1 0  1 • 1 o N II 
I F  C T P I C C I J  . eo . O . O J  GO TO 1 0  
A T  • A T +  PC I D l l  J 
10 CC::NT I NU E  
t • • • • •  A E CC M P U T E D  P C T S  C U E  TO S PE C I E S  D E PL ET I ON .  
( · 
c 
DC 20 1 ,. 1 , !11 1'< 
. I F  C T P I C C I J  . EO .  0 . 0 1 GO T O  2 0  
T P I C C I J  w I TP IC I I I / A T ) • T T  + PC I D I I I  
20 C C t.:T I "'UE 
( • • • • •  T E S T  F(IR N E W  P C T S  G R E A T E R  T HAN THR E SHO L D S  AND R EADJUST A NY THAT E XC E ED E D  
· c • • • • •  A V A I L A A L E . 
c 
1'9 CO 30 . I •  1 ,  NN 
I F  I T P I C I I J  . ec . 0 . 0 )  GO T O  30 
T F  • T P I C I I J •NU�•DT 
- V A I L  • E C B L I I J * ZXI J J  
I F  C A VA I L  . GE . TFJ GO T O  1 7  
T T T  • I I T F-AVA i l ) /T F J • T P I C I I J  
PC I D I I J  • T P I C I I J - T T T  
T P I C I  I )  • 0 . 0  
G O  T O  1 8  
17 IF I T P I C I I I  . l E .  THR E S I I I J  GO TO 30 
2 1  T T T  • T P I C I I I  - THR E S I I I  
P' I D I I I  • T H R E S ( J J  
T P I C I  I J  • 0 . 0  
1 1  A A T  "' 0 . 0  
D O  2 8  J<S 1 , t.: t. 
.I F C T P I C I J )  . E O. 0 . 0 1  GrJ TO 2 8  
25 A A T  • A A T +T P J C I J )  
21 C ON T I NU E  , 
DO 29 J • 1 , N t.: 
I F  I TP J C I J  I . e o .  O .O·J GO TO 29 
24 T P J C I J )  • C T P I C I J I / AA T I • T T T  + T P I C I J I  
29 CONT I NU E  
G O  T O  1 9  
3 0  CO NT I N UE 
00 40 1 • 1 , Nt.' 
I F  C T P I C C I I  . E C .  0 . 0 1  GO TO 40 





• • •••••• ••••••••• •• • • • • •••••••••••••• • • • • •• • ••••• • • • •• • • • •••• •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
c 
S U B q OUT I NE OL I E T I I K T I 
0 I ME NS I ON -A I 50 I ,  8 I 5 0  I ,  R I 1 0 0  J 
NR "' 0 
.. • 0 
C • • • • •  P A S S  ONL Y  D I ET C O M PON E N T S  G R E AT ER THAN 1 P E R C ENT T O  S P R H O  F O R  
C • • • • •  C C R R E l A T I O N .  
c 
00 1 0  1 • 1 ,  NN 
I F  I S AVM I I I  . u .  0 . 0 1 1 GO TO 1 0  
.. 
c: 
"' ,. N + l  
l i N  I • S AY .. I I  J 
R I N J  • PC I D I J J  
1 0  Cl' N T  I "'U E  
C • • • • •  I F N . l E .  � S P E A � �ANS R ANK CO R R E l AT I ON I S  A W A S T E  O F  T I M E .  
c 
I F  C l\  · . t e .  � J  GC TO 8 
C Al l  S R A�K ( A , B , R , � , R S , H , NOF , N q , I K T J 
W R I T E  1 6 1 9 1 R S , H , N OF 
9 F C RMAT l l H 0 , 9 X , • � • •  R S  ac: 1 1 f l 0 . � 1 5 X 1 1 • � =  H •s= 1 e F 1 0 . � 1 5 X 1 ' � =• 
-NOF cc= 1 1 1 � 1  
G C  T C  1 1  
8 W R I T E C 6 e l J  I K T � N 
1 F P. R � A T I ' O ' e ' * -: * * *  I KT • 1 e l 2 e '  * * * ' N .. ' , l z , •  * * * * * ' I 
1 1  C • l l  T R A D I C I K T J 
P E TURN 
E � C  
110 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • •• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
c 
SUAR OUT I Nf S R A � K C A , 8 , R , N , R S , H 1 NDF , N R , I K T J  
O l �f � S I O"' A C l J , r C l J , R C l J  
C • • • • •  S P E A R H A N  R A I\ K  C C A R E l AT I ON .  
C • • • • •  I BM SC I E NT I F I C  SUBR OUT I N E  P A C K A G E  • 
. c .. 
2 F I\ 1\ N  • N*N *N-N 
I F  I NA - l J  5 , 1 0 , 5 
5 C • l l  R ANK I A , R , � J  
C Al l  R ANK C B , R C N+ l J , N J  
GO T O  �0 
1 0  DC 20 l • l , N  
R C I J  c A C I J  
20 C C �T I NUE 
DC 30 1 • 1 , ·N 
J • · I + N  
. R C J J  "' B C J J  
30 C C NT I NUE 
. 
�0 0 .. o . o  
D C  5 0  l • l , N  
J • I + N 
D • D + C R C I J -R I J J J  * C R C I J - R I J J J 
5 0  C C N T U I UE 
!I(T = !. 
C Al l  T I E C R , N , K T , T S A J  
C A ll T I E C R 4 N + 1 J , N , K T , T S 8 1  
I F  I � S A J  6 0 , 55 , 6 0 
5 5  I F  C TS B J  6 0 , 5 7 , 6 0  
5 7  R S  • 1 . 0  � ( 6 . 0 * D / F NNNI 
GO TO 75 
60 Y X  • I F NNN / 1 2 . 0 )  - T S A  
• Y • Y X + T SA-T S 8  
R S  • I Y X •Y- D J / C 2 . 0 * I SORT I Y X * Y J ) J  
7 5  I F  I R S- l . O J  1 6 , 1� , 1 � 
1� H .,. 99 . 0  
GO T C!  80 
76 H • R S  • SO RT C F l O AT C N-2 ) / C l . O-R S *R S J J  
8 0  N D F  • N-2 
R E TURN 
E N D  
111 
•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
c 
SU BROUT I NE R A � K I A , R , N J  
O I �E � S I O N A 1 1 l , R I 1 1  
C • • • • •  R A NI( I S  AN 1 8 "1 SC I E "' T I F I C S U BROUT I N E P ACK AG E S U B ROUT I NE WH'JS E 
C • • • • •  PU � PO S E  I S  TO R A �I( A V E C T O R  nF V A L U E S .  
C • • • • •  A - I N P UT V E C T C R  O F  N V A L U E S  
C • • • • •  R - OU TP UT VE CTOR O F  L E NGT H N .  S M A L L E S T V A L U E I S  RANK E D  1 ,  
C . . . . .  L A R G E S T  I S  R A � K E D  N .  T I E S A R E  ASS I G� E O  AV ER AGF OF T I E �  RANK S .  
C • • • • •  N - NUM B ER OF V A L UE S 
c 
C • • • • •  I � I T I A L I Z A T I C N  
c 
c 
or 10 1 • 1 ,  N 
R i l l " 0 . 0  
1 0  COlT I NU E  
. C  • • • • •  F I ND R ANK O F  C A T A .  
c 
DC 100 1 .. 1 , N 
c 
( • • • • •  T E ST W H E T H E R  C A T A  PO I N T  I S  AL R E A DY R AN K E D .  
c 
I F  C R I I J J  2 C o 2 C , 1�0 
c 
C • • • • •  C A T A  PO I NT TO ! E  R A N K E C .  
c 
c 
2 0  S � A l l  � 0 . 0  
E QUAL • 0 . 0  
S A  • A l i i  
DO 50 J • l , N  
I F  I A C J J - S A J  30 . � 0 , 5 0 
C • • • • •  C C UN T NU� B E R  OF D A T A  PO I NT S  W H I C H  A R E  S M ALL E R . 
c 
c 
30 SMAl l • SMA L L + 1 . 0  
G O  T O  5 0  
C • • • • •  COUNT NUM B E R O F  DATA PO I N T S  WH I C H A R E  EQUAL 
c 
c 
�0 E Q UA l • EQUAL + l . O  
lt C J J • - 1 . 0 
50 C ON T I NUE 
( • • • • •  TEST FOR T I E  
c 
I F  I E QU A L - 1 . 0 1  60, 60, 70 
c 
C • • • • •  STORE RANK CF D A T A  PO I NT WHE R E  NO T I E  
c 
c 
. 6 0  R I I J  • S�Al l+l . O · 
GO TO 1 0 0 
C • • • • •  C A L CULATE R A NK CF T I ED DAT A PO I NT S  
c 
. 
10 P • S � A L L  + I EQUA L + l .O J • 0 . 5  
00 90 J • l 1 N  
I F  I R C J J + l . O J  90 1 8 0, 9 0 
80 R I J J • P 
90 C ON T I NUE 
100 C C N T I ..,UE 
R E TURN 
112 
E I' C  
•••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • •• • •• • • • • •  
c 
SUBA �UT I NE T I E I R , � . �T , � )  
D I ME N S I ON R l l )  
( , , • • •  T I E  I S  A N  I B M SC I E .., T I F I C S U B ROUT I N E  PACK AGE . I T S  PURP� S F.  I S  T O  
C • • • • •  C A L C � L A T E  COR R E C T I O N F A C T O R  �UE TO T I E S .  
C • • • •  , A  - (�PUT V E C TC R  O F  R A ..,KS O F  L E NG T H  N CONT A I N I NG V A L UE S 1 T O  N .  
f • • • •  . N  - NUM B ER O F  R A N I( E O  V A L 1 1 E S  
C • • • • •  � T  - I ._, PUT C OD E  F � R  C A L C U L A T I �N O F  CORREC T I ON FAC TOR 
C . . . . .  1 - S CL V E  E C U A T I ON 1 
c . . . . .  1 - SOL V E  E C UAT I O�I 2 
C , , , , . H - CORREC T I ON C OU T P U T J  
C . . . . .  E Q UA T I C N l H 2 S UM I C T • •3 - C T J / 1 2 
C . . . . .  EOUAT I C N  2 H = SUM I C T * I C T- 1 J / 2 1  
C . . . . .  W HE P E  CT I S  T HE NUMBER OF O B S E R V A T I ON S  T I ED F O R  A G I V E N  R AN K  
c 
C ,  • • • •  I N I T I AL I Z A T I O N  
c 
c 
H • 0 , 0  
y • o . o  
S G • l . OE J8 
INO • 0 
C • • • •  , F I ND NEXT L A R G E S T  R AN K  
.r. 
c 
DO 30 l • l , N  
I F  C R C I J -Y J  3 0 , 3 0 , 1 0  
10 IF C R C I J -G J  2 0 , 3 0 , 30 
20 G • R C I J  
I I'D • I NO+ 1 
30 CCNT I N UE 
( , , , , , I F All R AN K S  H A V E  B E EN T E S T E D  R ETURN 
c 
c 
I F  C INO J 9 0 , 90 , �0 
40 Y • G 
CT • 0 . 0  
C • • • • •  COUNT T I E S 
c 
e 
DO 60 l • l , N  
I F  C R C I J -G J 60 , 50 , 6 0  
50 C T  • CT + 1 . 0  
6 0  C C I'T I NUE 
( , • • • • C A LCUl AT E THE CORR E C T I ON FACTO R  
c 
IF c cn 1o , s, 1 c 
70 I F  I K T- 1 )  75 , 80 , 7 5  
1 5  H • H + CT • C CT- 1 . 0 1 / 2 , 0  
G O  TO 5 
10 H • H + C C T •CT •CT-CT J / 1 2 . 0  
GO TO 5 
90 RE TUitN 
EtcD 
113 
• • • • • • • ••••••••• • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• ••• • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••••• 
SUB�OUT I NE TRA D i l i � T I  
c 
C • • • • •  T P �C I  COMPU T E S  F R E QU E NCY OF D I F F E R E �CE S GR E A T ER T HAN 3 P E R C E N T  I N  
C • • • • •  RE � I ST R I RU T E D  D I ET FRCM NOR�AL D I E T  A�D TOTA L S T H E  MAGN I TUDE OF THE S E  
C • • • • •  C I F F E � E NC f D .  
' 
c 
00 10 l • l . N �  
D I F  • PC I C l l l  - SAV� l l l  
I f  C ABS C D I F I  . L� .  0 . 03 1  GO TO 10 
2 I F  ( O I F I l o 1 0 o 3  
1 C � E G C I , I K T I s DN E G C I , I KT I +D I F  
NDl l t i K T J • ND ( f , I K T I + 1 . 0  
GO TO 10 
3 DPO S l i , I K T J • DPC S I I o i KT J + O I F  
N D Q ( f 0 I KT I • NP O I I o i KT I + 1 . 0  
1 C  CC�T I N U E  
A F TU A N  
EIII D 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · ·� · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·  
SUBACUT I NE RANCU ( I Y , Y F L I 
C • • • • •  A A N�U I S  AN I B M SC I E NT I F I C S U B R OU T I N E .  I T  CO� PUT E S  U N I FOR �L Y D I STR I BUT E D  
C • • • • •  A A NOC� R E AL NU MB ERS B E T W E EN 0 A N D  1 . 0  A N O  R A N DOM I N TEG E R S  BE T W E E N  
C • • • • • O AI\IO 2**3 1 .  E ACH ENT RY U S E S  AS I NPUT AN I NT E GE R  RANDOM NUM B ! A  
C • • • • •  ANO PRO DUC E S  A N E W  I N T E GE R  AN D R E A L  RANDOM NUM B E R .  
c 
C • • • • •  T� E �E T HOD U S E D  IS T H E  POW E R  R E S I DUE M E T HOD • 
C • • • • •  IY - A R E SULTANT I N T E G E R  R A NDOM NUMBEq REQU I R E D  FOR THE N E X T  E N T R Y  
C . . . . .  T O  TH I S  SUBROUT I NE . 
c 
( • • • • •  Y F L  - THE R EL U L T A N T  UI\I I F�RM LY D I Sr . FLOAT ING PO I NT RANOO� NUMB E R  
c 
IY • I X  * e 5 5 3 Ci  
I F  C I Y I  5 , 6 , 6  
5 IY • I Y  + 2 14 7 4 83647 + 1 
6 YFL • IY 
Y f l  • Y F L  * 0 . 4 6 5 6 6 13 E-9 
lt E TUAN 
E t. D  
••••••••••••••••••• • • •••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••• ••• ••••••••• • •• ••••• •••••• • • • • •  
SUBROU T I NE RANCC� l l l  
c 
C • • • • •  RANDOM I S  AN I B� SC I E NT I F I C SUBROUT I N E  PACKA G E  SUB ROUT I N E .  
C • • • • •  I T  COMPU T E S  A NORMALLY D I S TR I 8U T E O  RANDOM NUMB ER W I TH A G I VE N  ME AN 
C • • • • •  AND STANDARD D E V I A T I O N .  
c 
C • • • • •  IT U S E S  12 UN t FOR� �A NOOM NU MB E R S  TO COMPUT E NOR MAL R A N D O� NUM B E R S  
C • • • • •  ! Y  C EN T R A L  L I M I T THEO R E M .  T HE R E S ULT I S  T H E N  ADJ U S T E D  TO MA TC H T H E  G I V E N  
C • • • • •  M E AN A N D  S T A N C A R O  D E V I A T I ON .  
c 
1 A • 0 . 0  
D C  5 7  L• 1 , 1 2 
CALL RANCU I I Y , Y I 
I X • I Y  
A • A +Y 
51 CC"NT INUE 
RN I I I • fA-6. 0 1  • S i l l + AM I I I  
c 
C • • • • •  t F  fHE R ANDOM NUMB E R I S  L A R GE� T H A N  M A X I MUM V A LU E  A llOWE D OR S M A l l E R  
C • • • • • T�AN � IN I HUH G O  RACK A N D  F I NO ANOTHER R A NDOM N UMB E R  
c 
t F  C f 1 Ht f l l  . q .  "" I N C I I I  .�R . f R N C I I  . G T .  HA X l i J J I GO T O  1 
WR I T E  ( 6 , 5 8 1  t , A� f l l  
5 1  FCAM A T I ' D ' • ' * * * * * A N ( ' , I 2 o 1 J • ' o f 12 . 7 o 0 * * * * * ' I  
R E TUitN 
114 
END 
• • • ••• • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  
SUBROUT INE S T  A • H  
c 
C • • • • • STA-T W i ll R E A C  IN C A T A  
c 
R E AC ( l., }O(I O I  C P O A T A C I J ,  1 • 1 , 3 8 1  
l C OO FC A�AT C 1 0 E 8 . 0 1 . 
R U O C l t l OO l l  C E D SC l l I , ( = 1 , 3 B I  
A E AC C 1 0 1 00 1 1  l E DP C f i J , I= 1 , 3 8 1 
R E A0 C l o 1 00 1 J C E D•� f l l o l • 1 , 3 8 )  
A E A C f 1 o l 00 l l  C E OW T f l l o l • 1 , 3 8 1  
R E A C f 1 o 1 00 1 1 f E OC R l l l o l � 1 , 3 8 1 . 
RfA C C 1 , 1 00 1 J  C E DC q f l l , l • 1 , 3 8 1  
tt E AC C l o 1 00 1 1 ( E C8R ( I J , I� 1 , 3 8 J  
R E JC f l , 1 00 1 1  ( � l X ( I J o l � 1 , �6 1  
R � A ( I 1 o l 00 1 1  f "" I N f l l o l • 1 o � 6 1  
tt E A C f 1 o 1 D0 1 1 C S C I I . I • 1 ,�6 1 
R E AC f l o 1 00 l l  ( I M C I J , I s l , 3 9 1  
100 1 FCRMAT ( 1 6 F 5 . 0 1 
R E AC f 1 o 1 0 1 0 1 W T � , D A � o C R � , BRN, R C N , W HN , S CN f l J , S C N ( 2 1  
1 C 1 0  FOttM AT l 8 F 8 . 0 1  
R E AC l 1 o 1 0 1 1 1  W T f C , D RFC , C RFC , SC FC C 1 1 , SC FC C 2 1 , RC F C , WHFC 
1 C l 1  F C A�AT ( 7F 8 . 0 1  
R E AC f l o 1 04 1 1  t e R F C l l o l 2 1 t 1 3 1  
1 04 1  FOFMAT ( 1 3f6 . 0 1  
R E A C C l o 1 04 0 1  C H P . T H T C l l o  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AC f 1 0 1 0� 0 J ( H P W TG R C I I ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
REAC C 1 0 1 040 1 I H PWT G P C I I ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
• E AC f l , 1 0�0 1 ( H P W T D W l l l t  1 • 1 o 1 2 J  
' E AC f l o 1 04 0 1  ( � PWT AN f l l ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R f A C f l 0 1 0� 0 1 '  l H P W T B Y f t l ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1 
' E A C f t . 1 0 4 C ) : H��·� � ; i ; ,  l • l , l 2 i  
RE AC I 1 0 1 0�0 J f � P W T H K I I I ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
' f AC I 1 o 1 0�0 1 ( H PDRG R I I I o  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AC C 1 1 1 04 0 ) C H P DR P 8 ( 1 J ,  1 • 1 . 1 2 1  
R f At ( 1 , 1 0�0 1 I H PDA H S l l l o  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AD f 1 0 1 0� 0 1  ( H P OR P F f l ) ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R £ 1 [ 1 1 0 1 04 0 ) ( � PDRO B I I I o  1 • 1 , 1 2 )  
RE 10 1 1 , 1 04 0 )  ( HPD A H T ( I I ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 )  
R E A C i l o 1 0� 0 1 C H P D A GP ( I ) , 1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AC I 1 , 1 04 0 J  ( H P D II F G C I ) ,  I • 1 o 1 2 1  
•E AC I 1 , 1 040 J ( H POAHt'I( J ) ,  1 • 1 . 1 2 )  
R E AC f l 0 1 0� 0 J  C � P O R R H f l ) ,  1 • 1 o 1 2 1  
RE AC f l o 1 0� 0 J C H P ORML l l l o  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AO f l o l O� O J  ( H P OR WG C I I t  1 • 1 o 1 2 J  
RE 1D l l 0 l 040 J l H P �R G X l l l o  1 = 1 , 1 2 1  
• e a t f l o l O�O I ( H POR A P ( I I t  1 = 1 , 1 2 1  
•EADf l o 1 04 0 I I H P B R BL f I I ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 I 
R E A C I 1 0 1 04 0 1  I H P B R B Y I I I ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R E A C I 1 0 1 040 1 I H P B R S B I I I ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
P E A C 1 1 t 1 040 1 I H P e R H K I I I t  1 = 1 o 1 2 1  
II E A C 1 1 , 10 4 0 1  I H P B R A� I I I t l -a 1 , 1 2 1  
II E A [ C 1 , 1 04 0 1  I H P B R J B I I I ; J c 1 , 1 2 1  
R E A C I 1 . 1 0 4 0 1  I H P e R G G i l l o  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
P E A C C 1 , 1 040 1 I H P B R C H I I I o  1 = 1 , 1 2 1  
R E A C I 1 , 1 0 40 1 I H P P. � � T C I I ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R f A [ ( 1 , 1 04 0 1  I H P R R G P ( ( I ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R E A C C 1 , 1 04 0 1  ( � p � q G R I J I ,  ( 2 1 , 1 2 1  
P E AC 1 1 o 1 04 0 1  I H P � R S F I I I o  1 = 1 , 1 2 1  
P E A C i l o 1 040 1 I ... P�HG � I I I , J : 1 , l 2 1  
R E A C C 1 , 1 04 0 1  C H P w H � T I I I o  ( : 1 , 1 2 1  
O E AC I 1 0 1 04 0 1  ( H P W H A P I I I ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
P E A C I 1 o 1 0 40 1 I H P � �R T I I I ,  1 = 1 , 1 2 1  
R E A C 1 1 , 1 040 1 I H P � H HK I I I t  J s 1 , 1 2 1  
R E A C I 1 t 1040 1 I H P �H � B I I I o  1 : 1 , 1 2 1  
ll f A O I 1 0 1 04 0 1  I H P W H B l l l l ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
P E A C I 1 o 1 0 40 1 I H P WHG G I J I ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
P E A O i l o 1 040 1 I H P S C M T i l l t  J z 1 , 1 2 1  
R E A C I 1 , 1 04 0 1  l h P S C F G I I I o  1 • 1 o 1 2 1  
R E A r l 1 o 10401 I H P S C M S I I � , 1 = 1 o 1 2 1 
P E A C I 1 , 1 04 0 1  I H P S C A P I I I o  1 = 1 , 1 2 1  
R E A C I 1 0 1 0 4 0 1  I H P S C M A I [ I ,  1 : 1 , 1 2 1  
R E A C C 1 , 1 040 1 I H P R C M T I I I ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AC I 1 , 1 04 0 1  I � P R C P M I I I t  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AC I 1 o 1 040 1 I H PRCA� I I J ,  1 = 1 , 1 2 1  
P E A C C 1 , 1 040 1 I � P R C R T I [ I ,  1 = 1 , 1 2 1  
R E A D I 1 , 1 04 0 1  I H P R C J B I I I o  1 = 1 t 1 2 1  
R E A C I 1 , 1 04 0 1  I H P RCGP I I I o 1 = 1 , 1 2 1  
P E AC I 1 , 1 04 0 1  I � PC R F G I I I ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R E A C I 1 t 1 04 0 1  I H P CRM T I I I o  1 • 1 t 1 2 1  
R f A C I 1 0 1 04 0 1  ( H D C R B Y C I I ,  1 = 1 , 1 2 1  
R E A C I 1 , 1 04 0 1  I W T .. T I I I t  1 ,. 1 , 1 2 1  
P E A C I 1 0 1 040 1 I � TG R I [ I ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
Il E A C l l t  1040) I W TGP C l i o  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R E A O C 1 , 1 04 0 1  I � T O W I I I o 1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R E A C I 1 , 1 040 1 I W T A N I I I ,  1 ,. 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AO I 1 , 1 04 0 1  I � T BY I I I ,  1 -a 1 , 1 2 1  
R E A C C 1 , 1 04 0 1  I W T R X I I I t  l 2 1 o 1 2 1  
P E AC I 1 o 1 0 4 0 1  I � THK ( I J ,  1,. 1 , 1 2 1  
R E A C I 1 , 1 04 0 1  I O RG R I I I ,  J z 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AC I 1 , 1 040 1 I D R P B I I I o 1• 1 , 1 2 1  
Il E A C 1 1 , 1 04 0 1  C C RH S I I I o  J:o:1 , 1 2 1  
A E At t l . l :J 4 C :  ' " o n c- 1 1 t .  ' ""'  ... . . . . . .. 
P E A C I 1 , 1040 1 I O R O B I I I ,  
R E AC I 1 , 1 040 1 I O R M T I I I o  
R E A D C 1 , 1 04 0 1  C O R G P I I I o  
R E A C I 1 o 1 04 0 1  I O R F G I I I o 
R E AO C 1 , 1 040 1 I D R .. B I I I o  
R E AC I 1 , 1 04 0 1  I D R R H I 1 1 o  
P E  AC 1 1 , 1 040 I · I O R I" l l l l ,  
R E AD I 1 , 1 0 4 0 1  I O R W G I U o  
R E A C I 1 o 1040 1 I O R G X I I I , 
R E AC C 1 , 1 04 0 1  I C R A P ( I J ,  
R E A D I 1 , 1 04 0 1  I B R B l l l l o  
R E A C I 1 � 1 040 1 I ! R B Y I I I o  
R E AD I 1 , 1 04 0 1  I B R S B I I I t  
R EA C I 1 t l040 l I B R HK I I I o  
R E A O I 1 , 1 04 0 1  C e R A N I I J ,  
R E AC I 1 t l 04 0 1  I B R J B I I I , 
I � ! . ! Z !  
1 • 1 ,  1 2 1  
1 • 1 . 1 2 1  
1 • 1 . 1 2 1  
1• 1 . 12 1  
1 • 1 . 1 2 1  
1 • 1 . 1 2 1  
1•1 , 12 1 
1 • 1 . 1 2 1  
1 • 1 .  1 2 1  
1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
J :a 1 , 1 2 1  
J :a 1 , 1 2 1  
1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
J s 1  , 1 2 1  
1 • 1 . 1 2 1  
1 • 1 , 12 1 
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R E Ar C l o l 04 0 J  C ! R GG I I I ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
A E AD I 1 0 1 04 0 1  I P. R C H C I J ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AC I 1 o 1 0 4 0 J C B R M T i l l o  l • l o 1 2 1  
R E AC I 1 o 1 04 0 J  I ! RGP I I I ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
A E A0 1 1 o 1 0 4 0 J  C ! RG q ( ( J ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AC I 1 , 1 04 0 1  I B R S F i l l o  1� 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AC I 1 , 1 04 0 1 I W �G R i t J ,  1 = 1 , 1 2 1  
R E I C I 1 o 1 04 0 1 C W � � T C I I , J s 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AC C 1 , 1 04 0 1  C W � ' P i t l ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AC C 1 , 1 040 1 I � H R T I J I ,  l s 1 , 1 2 1  
� E A� C 1 0 1040 1 I W HHK C t l ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AC C 1 o 1 040 1 C W � � � I I I ,  1 = 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AC C 1 0 1 040 1 I WH �L I I I t  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AC I 1 o 1 0 4 0 1  C w � G G I I I o  1: 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AC C 1 , i 040 1 C S C MT C I I o  1 = 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AC I 1 , 1 040 1 C S C F G I I I t 1 : 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AD I 1 o 1 0 4 0 1  C SC M S C I I ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AC C 1 , 1 04 0 1 I SC AP C t f, 1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AC I 1 o 1 0 4 0 J  I S C M A I I I ,  J a 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AC I 1 o 1 04 0 1 C R C � T I I I o  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AD C 1 , 1 040 1 C RC P M I I I ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AD I 1 o 1 0 40 1 C A C AN C I I ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AD C 1 , 1 0 40 1 C R C A T I I J ,  1• 1 , 1 2 1  
. R E AC C 1 , 1 040 1 C A C J 8 C t l , 1 = 1 , 1 2 1  
A E A C C 1 , 1 0 4 0 1  C A CGP i t l ,  1 = 1 , 12 1 
R E AC C 1 , 1 04 0 J  C C R F G I I J ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R E A C I 1 , 1 04 0 1  f C R � T f l l ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
R E AC C 1 0 1 0 4 0 1  C C R B Y C ( I ,  1 • 1 , 1 2 1  
l 040 F C R"A T f 1 2 F 6 . 0 1 
A E A D C 1 o 1 07 0 1  NN , T STA R T , TEN D . D T , O TPR , OT F L  
1 C 70 F O � � A T C I 2 , 5 F 5 . 0 1  
c 
C • • • • • SE T I� I T I A L  V A LU E S  FOR PR , R P , JK , TK , A ND I X . I X  I S  T H E  S E ED F OR THE 
C • • • • •  A A NDC� NU� B E R G E N E R A TOR , RP A N D  PR ARE PR I N T  CO NTROL D I R EC T I VE S , 
C • • • • •  A ND JK AND TK A R E  COUN T E R S . 
c 
c 
I X  • 9 5 1 1 2 3  
J K  • 0 
TK • 0 . 0  
P R  • 1 . 0  
R P  • 0 . 0  
D O  50 1• 1 , NN 
C • • • • •  T H E  FO L L OW I NG A R R A Y S  A R E  I N I T I A L I Z E D  TO Z E R O  S O  T H A T  F I R ST F L OW 
C • • • • •  OECL AR &T ! O � S  !H THE � A ! N  � A�T 0� T H E  PROGRAM C�� 5E fXfCUT C C .  
c 
c 
F l C I J  • 0 . �  
F Z f i J  • 0 . 0  
F 3 C I J  • 0. 0 
F 4 C I 1  • 0 . 0  
F5 C I 1 • 0 . 0  
F 6 1 1 1  • 0 . 0  
F 7 1 1 1  • 0 . 0  
C • • • • • CCNV E R T  PRODU C T ION OATA TO A P E R  H E C T A R E  BA S I S .  
C • • • • •  T � E A E  AR E 50 , 5 8 8  H E C T A R E S  I N  THE A R E A  I A M  MODE L I NG. 
c 
c 
P O AT A C I J  • POAT A C I J /5058 8 . 0  
00 5 1  J• 1 , 7  
. 




DNEG I I .  J J ,. 0 . 0  
N D I I . J J  • 0 . 0  
D P OS l l o J I  • 0 . 0 
NPDI l o J I  • 0 . 0  
5 1  C ON T I NUE 
�0 CONT I N UE 
C • • • • •  S E T  A V E R A G E  V A L U E S  F � � :  
C • • • • •  A N I 1 7 J - � A S T  
C • • • • •  A � ( 4 0 J  - T U RK E Y  
( • • • • • A � ( 4 1 J  - D E E R  
C • • • • •  A� ( � 2 J  - HOG 
( • • • • • A � ( 4 3 J - R O C E N T S  
C • • • • •  A � ( 4 4 1  - C H I P � UNK 
C • • • • •  A � ( 4 5 1  - S OU I R q E L S  
C • • • • •  A � ( 4 6 J R A C C C CN 
C • • • • •  T H E S E  AR E N O T R E AD IN W I T H  A R E A D STAT EMENT B E C lUS E  OF A W K WA RONE SS OF 
C • • • • •  HANCL I � G  T H A T WAY 
( · 
• E ND 
A � ( l 7 1  • P O A T A C 1 7 J  
A"' l 4 0 1  • WT III 
A lii ( 4 1 J • 1 . 0 
Al'l ( 4 2 1 · • WHN 
A � C 4 3 1  • C R h  
A "' l 4 1t l  • S C N C l J  
A .. l lt 5 1  .. S C N C 2 1  
A M ( 4 6 1  • P C N  
R E TU R N  
END 
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VAlUABLES USED IN MODEL 
. The variab les are grouped into s imilar ca tegories (e . g .  wild turkey 
diet , consumer dens ity ,  e tc . ) . Usua lly only the firs t variable in each 
category wi ll be explained . Us ing the key let ters presented below the 
reader should be ab le to dec ipher the o ther variab les in each ca tegory 
because the variab le names were chosen to facilitate rapid unders tanding 








































Wi ld Turkey 
Wild Hog 
Canonical Rodent 
White-Ta iled Deer 


















Yellow Poplar Fruits 





Yellow Poplar Browse 
Red Map le Browse 
Oak Brows e 







NAMES , MEANIR;S , AND DIMENSIONS OF VARIABLES 
Variable 
Name Description 
































Percentage of grass in wild hog diet .  
Highes t percentage of gras s in  wild hog die t .  









































tABLE D- 1 (continued) 
Description 
H ighes t percentage of b lueberry in b lack b ear 





Percentage of yellow poplar browse in deer diet . Decimal 
Fraction 
Highes t percentage of yellow poplar b rowse in Decimal 
deer die t .  Fraction 
Percentage of mas t in raccoon die t .  






TABLE D- 1 · (continued ) 
Variable 
Name Description Dimension 
CRFG Percentage of fungi in canonica l rodent die t .  Decimal 
CRMT Frac tion 
CRBY 























d ie t .  Fraction 
Percentage of mas t in sciurid die t .  
H ighe s t  percentage o f  mas t in squirrel diet . 
Numb er of wild turkeys present at current s imu­
lation t ime . 
Amount o f  food consumed by one turkey in an 









































tABLE D-1 (continued) 
Description 
Amount of food consumed by all turkeys in a 
mon th plus 50% added on for was tage . 
Percentage of plants edible by wild turkey . 
Total percentage of wild turkey diet represented 
by cons idered food species . 
Percentage of diet of current herbivore com­
prised by food species . 
Dummy variable allowing use of PCID in subrou­
.tine . 
Percen.tage of diet of canonical sciurid com­


































!ABLE D- 1 (continued) 
Description 
Production values for foods . 
Amoun t of food availab le to current consume r .  
Outpu t variab le for AVAIL . 
Threshold values for foods in die t .  
Print control variab l e .  
Print control variab le . 
Month within the year . 
Saves original percent in diet for s tatis tic s . 
Numb er of decreases in diet greater than three 
percent . 
Number of increases i n  diet greater than three 
percent . 
SWimed decreases in diet greater than three per-
cent . 
Summed increases in d iet greater than three per-
cent . 
Amount of biomass was ted . 
Amoun t of biomass was ted by sciurids . 
Temporary b iomas s  flows . 
Outpu t variable for TF .  
Maximum b iomas s values and density values . 
Minimum b iomas s  values and dens ity values . 
S tandard devia tion of dis tribu tion in which b io­
mas s values and dens ity values were found . 
Average biomas s values and density value s 
found . 




























































!ABLE D-1 (continued) 
Description 
s eed for random number genera tor . 
Flows o f  biomass to consumers. 
SIMCOMP variab le which is current value of t ime .  
SIMCOMP variab le which updated s ta te variab le 
levels . 
Analogous to X .  Used to save values of X .  
SIMCOMP variab le which is time s tep for graphi-
cal output . 
S IMCOMP variable which is time s tep for tabular 
output of s tate variab les . 
SIMCOMP variab le which is time s tep for tabular ' 
output of flows . 
SIMCOMP variab le which is start of s imula ted 
time . 
SIMCOMP variable which is end of s imula ted time . 
SIMCOMP variab le which is time s tep of s imula-
tion. 
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